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Shake-up in Washington 
Rocky won't run 
Ford sets up new team 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Ford, described as wanting to set up 
his own team, let it be known 
yesterday that he will replace the 
secretary of defense and the director 
of central intelligence in the biggest 
personnel upheaval of his presidency. 
Ford told congressional leaders that 
he  plans   to nominate White  House 
Vice President Rockefeller announced yesterday that he will not 
run with President Ford in next year's presidential election. (AP 
Wirephoto) 
Prof leaves 
Beirut; now 
in Athens 
A spokesman at the 
Hayes-Fulbright office in New 
York told the News yesterday 
that the associate dean of the 
American University of Beirut 
reported to the office that Dr. 
Harold Fisher, associate professor 
of journalism at the University, 
had left Beirut neat the end of last 
week and had arrived safely in 
Athens, Greece. 
Dr. Fisher, on a leave of 
absence from the University, was 
teaching at the American 
University and I,ebanese National 
University under a 
Hayes-Fulbright fellowship. 
staff chief Donald Rumsfeld to be 
secretary of defense and George Bush, 
now U.S. representative in Peking, to 
head the Central Intelligence Agency. 
(CIA). 
AS THE administration shake-up 
developed, the President made plans 
for his nationally broadcast news 
conference. The dismissal of James 
Schlesingct as secretary of defense and 
William Colby as director of the CIA 
and naming their successors was the 
topic of Ford's conference last night as 
he formally announced his choices to 
the nation. 
The shake-up in the top echelons of 
the national security establishment 
coincided closely with an 
announcement by Vice President 
Nelson Rockefellci thai he will not be 
a candidate for that job next year. 
"After much thought. I have 
decided . . . that I do not wish my 
name to enter Into your consideration 
for the upcoming Republican vice 
presidential nominee." Rockelellei 
said. 
THE MOVE opened a potential 
scramble for vice president ial selection 
next year. It could cut into the 
planned While House challenge ol 
former California Gov. Ronald 
Reagan, who has gained support from 
some conservatives inalte ruhly 
opposed to Rockefeller. 
It left the vice president's own 
political plans .1 glint question imik 
There   was   no   hint    of   discord   in 
Rockefeller-, lettei lo the President. 
Rockefeller,   (•'. had   run   for  the 
presidency three times himself, betoie 
becoming Ford's vice president. 
His withdrawal from the Fold ticket 
led i" Immediate speculation thai 
Rockefellet himself might once again 
go after the White House nomination. 
A ROCKEFELLER spokesman said 
he knew nothing ol an) such plan. 
A "Rockefeller aide said the vice 
president had discussed his decision 
With Ford in advance  The aide said he 
doubted the lettei made public today 
came as .1 surprise to the president. 
Senile Democratic leadei Mike 
Mansfield told reporters that Ford 
called linn In iiiidmoining yesterday 
with woul of the planned Hush and 
Rumsfeld appointments. The senatoi 
said 1 he President denied that 
Secretary ol Stale Henry Kissinger, 
who has been having a series ol policy 
disputes with Schlesmoer, was behind 
the shake-up 
"The President told me what he did. 
he was doing on his own," Mansfield 
said. "He said that for some time he 
had wanted to set up his own team." 
The Senate Democratic chief said he 
considered Rumsfeld and Hush to be 
excellent choices. 
State issues attract voters 
Of, 37.745 registered voters In 
Wood County. 2,7.000 are expected tp 
vote in today's election, accoiding to 
Jonea) Bender, deputy director of the 
Wood County Board of [lections. 
'This will be an exceptional turn 
out for this type of election 
(non-presidential) If out predicftiotlS 
come true," Brendei said 
She said 500 absentee ballots have 
been returned, adding that this 
number was very high fat the county. 
Bender said the reason so many people 
are interested in the election this year 
is probably because nine slate issues 
will be on the ballot. 
POLLS opened this morning at 6 
a.m. and are open until 7:30 p.m. 
Bowling Green residents may vote at 
the following designated locations. 
WARD ONE - PRECINCT A. Ridge 
Street Elementary School: hounded 
by East Evcts Avenue, North 
Enterprise Street. North Mam Street. 
East Poe Road and New York Central 
Railroad tracks. 
WARD ONE - PRECINCT B. Ridge 
Street Elementary School: bounded 
by North Main Street, Oak Street. Pike 
Street, Thurstin Avenue. East Merry 
Avenue, North College Drive, East Poe 
Road, North Enterprise Street and 
East Evers Avenue. 
WARD ONE - PRECINCT C. Ridge 
Street Elementary School: bounded 
by North College Drive. East Merry 
Avenue. Thurstin Avenue. East 
Wooster Street and the east city limits. 
WARD ONE » PRECINCT' D. 
Armory. 212 E. Wooster St; North and 
South Main Street., Lehman Avenue, 
South Summit Avenue. Clough Street, 
North and South Enterprise Streets, 
East Court Street. Thurstin Avenue. 
Pike Street and Oak Street. 
WARD ONE - PRECINCT E, 
Armory; bounded by East Wooster 
Street. North and South Enterprise 
Street. East Courl. Street. Thurstin 
Avenue, Manville Avenue. Troupe 
Avenue. Second Street. Lehman 
Avenue, South Summit Street and 
Clough St reel 
WARD ONE - PRECINCT F. Crim 
Street Elementary .School; hounded by 
East Woostei Street. South College 
Drive, Fourth Street. Manvilie Avenue, 
Second Street, Troupe Avenue and 
Clough Street. 
WARD TWO - PRECINCT A. 
Soutlj Main Street Elementary School; 
bounded by Georgia Avenue. South 
Summit Street, Painter Avenue, South 
Prospect Street. Lehman Avenue and 
New York Central Railroad tracks. 
WARD TWO - PRECINCT B, South 
Main Street Elementary School; 
bounded by South Summit Street, 
Napoleon Road. High Street. Eighth 
Street. South College Drive, Fourth 
Street, Manville Avenue and Lehman 
Avenue. 
WARD TWO - PRECINCT C, South 
Main Street Elementary School; 
bounded by East Wooster Street, 
South College Drive. First Street and 
the east city limits. 
WARD TWO - PRECINCT D, Crim 
Street Elementary School, bounded by 
South Main Street, Lehman Avenue. 
South Prospect Street, Palmer Avenue, 
South Summit Street and the south 
city limits. 
WARD TWO - PRECINCT F, Crim 
Street Elementary School; bounded by 
South Summit Street, Napoleon Road, 
High Street, South College Drive. First 
Street and the south city limits. 
WARD THREE - PRECINCT A, 
Junior High School; bounded by 
South Main Street, Pearl Street, Grove 
Street. Ordway Avenue, South Maple 
Street and West Wooster Street. 
WARD THREE - PRECINCT B, 
Kenwood Elementary School; 
bounded by South Main Street. Pearl 
Street, Grove Street. Adams Street, 
Buttonwood Avenue and the south 
city limits. 
WARD THREE - PRECINCT C, 
Red Cross, Gorrel Avenue; bounded 
by Tanglewood Street, Hillcrest Drive. 
Carol Road, Rosalind Street, 
Knollwood Drive, an extension of 
Adams Street, Erie Street, Ordway 
Avenue, Grove Street, Buttonwood 
Avenue and the south city limits. 
WARD THREE - PRECINCT D, 
Red Cross; bounded by West Wooster 
Street, South Maple Street, Ordway 
Avenue, Erie Street, Rosalind Street, 
Hillcrest Drive, Lyn Road and Brigham 
Lane. 
WARD THREE - PRECINCT E, 
Peace Lutheran Church 1028 W. Pearl 
St.: bounded by Carol Road, Hillcrest 
Drive, Tanglewood Street, Baltimore 
and Ohio Railroad tracks and the 
south city limits. 
WARD THREE. - PRECINCT E. 
Peace Lutheran Church; bounded by 
West Wooster Street. Brigham Lane, 
Lyn Road, Hillcrest Drive,Carol Road. 
Martindale Road and the South city 
limits. 
WARD FOUR-PRECINCT A. 
Wood County Library; bounded by 
West Wooster Street, North Main 
Street. West Court Street, North Grove 
Street, Wallace Avenue and the west 
city limits. 
WARD FOUR-PRECINCT B, 
Wood County Library; bounded by 
Conncaut Avenue, North Main Street, 
West Court Street, North Grove Street, 
Wallace Avenue and the west city 
• limits. 
WARD FOUR-PRECINCT C, 
Conneaut Elementary School; 
bounded by North Main Street, 
Conneaut ' Avenue, Fayc Avenue, 
Curtis Avenue and Wolflcy Avenue 
and Greenbriar Court. 
WARD FOUR-PRECINCT D. 
Conneaut Elementary School; 
bounded by Greenbriar Court, Wolfley 
Avenue, North Dixie Highway and the 
north city limits. 
WARD FOUR - PRECINCT E, 
High School; bounded by Curtis 
Avenue, Greenbriar Court and north 
and west city limits. 
WARD FOUR-PRECINCT F. 
Conneaut Elementary School; 
bounded by Curtis Avenue, Faye 
Avenue, Conneaut Avenue and the 
west city limits. 
Students to get rebate 
By Mark Dodosh 
News Editor 
Students who occupy three-man 
rooms in Rodgcrs Quad and Kohl and 
Prout Halls will receive a S50 rebate 
on their fall qearter housing payment 
within the next two weeks, vice 
provost for student affairs Richard 
' Eakin announced yesterday.        
In a letter sent to each student who 
occupies a three-man room. Dr. Eakin 
said that University Provost Kenneth 
Rothe and University President Hollis 
Moore Jr. concurred with Dr. Eakin's 
recommendation that each person who 
occupies a triple-occupancy room for 
the entire fall quarter receive the $50 
rebate. 
DR.    EAKIN    said    that    the 
Inside the News  
The News makes its endorsements for today's city elections in an editorial 
on page two. During the past 10 days, the News has been gathering 
Information and talking with Bowling Green's candidates in order to make 
recommendations to its audience. Voters are encouraged to keep our choices 
in maid at the polls today. The candidates considered in today's editorial are 
running for the office of mayor and councilman-al-large, and the candidates 
from the four wards also are evaluated. 
What is the job of a basketball trainer? Actually, the functions are many as 
News photographer Ed Suba found it. His photographer and story on page six 
let you find out too. Page six is this week's "Focus" feature.  
University's residence hall housing 
contract states that "the University 
may find it necessary on occasion to 
add an extra person to a room on a 
temporary basis." 
However, he noted in his letter that 
"it is now apparent that for the 
occupants of 88 rooms 'temporary' 
means the entire fall quarter. Neither 
the rate of 'no-shows' from August to 
opening of fall quarter nor the 
attrition during the early days of. fall 
quarter has reached the level of our 
expectation." 
Therefore, he said, "since you will 
be called upon to share a room with 
two other occupants while most other 
rooms of similar size on campus have 
only double occupancy, it seems only 
fair that some financial adjustment be 
made in lieu of the move to a double 
occupancy room which I had hoped 
could have been made by now." 
Dr. Eakin also stated that he gave 
each student "my personal assurance 
that, beginning with the winter 
quarter, no room* housing men will 
have three persons unless each 
occupant submits a written request 
stating preference for such 
arrangement and thereby rejects the 
University's offer to move him to a 
double-occupancy room." 
Weather 
A chance of showers today 
mainly in the morning. Highs 
today in the mid and upper 60s. 
Partly cloudy today and 
tomorrow. Lows tonight in the 
upper 40s and low 50s. Highs 
tomorrow in the 60s. Probability 
of rain 30 per cent today and 10 
per cent tonight. 
OTHER SOURCES reported that 
Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott 
was a prime prospect to succeed Bush 
in Peking Scott said he had been 
offered the 10b. 
Ill advance of the news conference. 
Ford called an early-evening White 
House meeting with lop congressional 
Republicans and Democrats. 
The President canceled all 
appointments earlier in the day and 
one White House source said meetings 
planned fol the next several days had 
• been postponed as well. 
NESSEN SAID lord and Kissinger 
met fol ahoui an hour yesterday 
morning and that Ford had held a 
ttries ol othei sessions with key White 
House aides, mainly 111 groups. 
- In other related news from last 
night's press conference President 
Ford said: 
I HUM Richardson, ambassador to 
Great Britain, is the choice to succeed 
Rosen C.B. Morton as secretary of 
commerce. 
-Secretary ol State lleiuy Kissinger 
relinquishes Ins post is director of the 
National Security Council. He will be 
succeeded by 1.1. Gen. Brent 
Snowcrofl.j Klsstngei pioiegc. 
70 per cent turnout j 
seen for elections j 
COLUMBUS. Ohio (API--       Mild 
parity    sunny weather is foiecast     lot 
election day today, a spur lor the 3.1 
million VOten Secretary of Slate Ted 
Brown predicts will appear. 
The National Wealliei Service 
anticipates highs in the 60s and 70s, 
partly cloudy skies and a 20 per cent 
chance of rain lor most of the stale. 
II Brown's prediction proves 
accurate, the lurnoul would be 70 per 
cent ol the slate's eligible voters and 
about equal the turnout last year in 
the holly contested gubcrnatoral race. 
DOMINATING the state ballot this 
year are four proposed constitutional 
amendments which together represent 
the latgest bond issue ever put before 
American voters. 
Issues 2. 3, 4 and 5 I lie so-called 
"Blueprint tor Ohio," was proposed 
by (iov. James Rhodes as a means of 
speeding Ohio's recovery from the 
recession and reestablishing the slate 
as a major industrial power. 
In order, they are a tax abatement 
measure for new industry, a $1.75 
billion bond issue for transportation 
projects, a state-assisted housing 
program and a S2.75 billion bond issue 
for capital improvements and city aid. 
The proposals have been pushed by 
an advertising blitz which may have 
cost $2 million by the time the polls 
close today. Most of the money has 
come from companies and associations 
which would benefit from passage of 
the issues. 
It was hard to tell the winners from the losers as contestants 
squared-off at high noon last Friday in Burger Chef's first 
hamburger Stuff-A-Thon. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba) 
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epueRiaLS     public self-destruction 
endorsements 
mayor 
The BG News endorses incumbent Charles Bartlett, Republican, 
for the office of mayor of the City of Bowling Green. 
Although it would seem that a student newspaper would support 
the student candidate in the mayoral race, we believe that Robert 
Dickinson, junior (Ed.), independent, at this time does not have the 
qualifications or the experience necessary for the position. 
Based on his record as mayor, Bartlett has demonstrated his 
concern and ability to work for the people of Bowling Green. His 
program for continued progress includes good financial management 
and efficiency in governmental operations, continued revitalization 
of the downtown area, improvement of streets and sewers, expanding 
industrial development and initiation of public safety and 
recreational programs. 
Dickinson's platform basically is sound with the exception of his 
stand on marijuana. However, he is too preoccupied with student 
concerns. He does not exhibit an overall interest in the community 
that is necessary for a mayoral candidate. 
Dickinson's proposal that a law be passed reducing the maximum 
penalty for possession of marijuana to $5 is impractical. Such a law 
would increase drug traffic here and place a burden on University 
Police officers trying to enforce the law. 
Bartlett has shown increased interest in student affairs during the 
campaign and must continue these efforts. Since he represents the 
best interests of both the townspeople and the University, Charles 
Bartlett is the best qualified candidate for the mayoral office. 
ward 1 
In the race for ward one councilman, David Meermans, junior 
(Ed.), independent is the best candidate for the post. 
Since ward one is the area where most students live, a student 
representative to City Council is essential and appropriate. 
Meermans' campaign is designed primarily to benefit the students. 
He gives evidence of concern for city residents. However, he should 
abandon the proposed marijuana referendum in the interest of 
students and townspeople. 
Some innovations supported by Meermans include establishing a 
telephone-ordered shuttle bus service, having more police patrol the 
downtown area, improving off-campus student housing and 
attracting light industry to the city. 
ward 2 
Waneta Rodeheffer, incumbent Democratic candidate for the ward 
two council seat, should be reelected. 
Rodeheffer advocates finishing the second ward improvement 
program, including enforcement of the current zoning ordinances. 
Other projects advocated by Rodeheffer are installation of storm 
sewers, curbs, water lines and new streets and sidewalks. Further 
development of Everett C. Carter Park, expanding leisure time 
activities and approval of the proposed waste water treatment plant 
are also supported by Rodeheffer. 
Because of her continued service, past experience and qualified 
representation, Waneta Rodeheffer should be reelected to the ward 
two city council seat. 
ward 3 
Bruce Bellard is the unopposed incumbent Democratic candidate 
representing ward three. His experience and influence will be helpful 
in evaluating city and University concerns. 
ward 4 
In the race for ward four councilman, The BG News supports 
Democrat Roger Anderson, University assistant professor of political 
science. 
Anderson demonstrates concern for ward four issues and city 
problems. He advocates improving sidewalk conditions, 'mosquito 
control, the need for more open spaces and bike paths and alleviating 
drainage problems and traffic congestion in the city. 
Although he is a novice to city government, Anderson has had 
much experience in several Democratic presidential campaigns and 
assisted Art Toalston in his campaign for state representative. 
Anderson will be able to draw from these political encounters and 
use his knowledge to improve city operations. 
councilman-at-large 
Republican Edward Reiter receives the News' endorsement for 
councilman-at-large. 
Financial know-how qualifies Reiter for the position. Reiter's 
extensive banking background will help him evaluate and possibly 
curb city expenditures. 
He supports a master plan which will provide the city with 
financial planning for 10 or IS years and possibly ease fiscal 
problems. He also is interested in cieating a public relations program 
to improve the city's image. Bringing additional business to the city 
and caring for current business are more of Reiters' concerns. 
WASHINGTON - The public has 
now been told that you may catch a 
case of cancer if you cook your bacon 
too crisp. 
Of course, if you don't cook it 
'enough you may catch a case of 
trichinosis or botulism or what have 
you. All that remains is for the 
breakfast-makers of America to master 
the fine line of cookery between 
diseases, and then eat hearty. 
The announcement that the 
additives in bacon may be carcinogenic 
has been a long time coming. 
Knowledge of the possibility is 
hardly new, which is why many people 
who keep up with the literature in the 
field gave up eating bacon years ago. 
THE ADDITIVES in the bacon do 
nothing for the bacon buyer and 
bacon eater. These potential poisons 
are put into the food solely for 
merchandising and marketing reasons. 
The bacon is colored to make the 
lean parts look red, though why the 
natural hues of pig meat are 
commercially unacceptable surpasses 
easy understanding. 
The chemical preservatives are 
essential to national distribution and 
market domination by large industrial 
food corporations. If putting poison in 
the food to preserve it were not 
allowed, small local butchers, bakers 
and brewers would be able to compete 
with the food fabricators. 
But that's wishful thinking. 
After years of struggle, disturbing 
revelations and the heaping up of 
evidence that day by day we are being 
killed off at work, at the dining room 
table and at play by the air we 
breathe, the decision of the society is 
that the economic consequences of the 
prolongation of human life can't be 
justified on the bottom line, as they 
say around the While House. 
NOT EVEN A substance like 
tobacco, which nobody outside Ihe 
industry ■■ including the people who 
use it - has a good word for, has 
elicited a serious and sufficient public 
health program. 
True, pipe and cigar smoking is 
down, hut cigarettes, the major 
hazard, arc not. The best that can be 
said is the per capita consumption of 
coffin nails isn't rising, which means 
that Americans over the age of 18 will 
average only 4,148 ciggies apiece this 
year. 
That was not supposed to happen 
when, back in 1970, cigarette 
commercials were tossed off the air. 
The people who pushed through that 
misconceived idea failed to realize that 
what they were effectively doing was 
not suppressing pro-cigarette 
propaganda but anti-cigarette 
advertising. 
When the cigarette commercials got 
the gate so did the highly effective, 
equal time anti-commercials. 
Today the anti-commercial is 
seldom-seen public service spot while 
the cigarette people have gone happily 
on their way selling death through'the 
media. 
LAST YEAR the 20 major brands 
spent almost a quarter of a billion 
dollars peddling cancer sticks. They 
actually spent more than they did 
when they were allowed on TV, and 
the clever fiends have even learned 
how to capitalize on smokers' health 
worries to sell 'em more of the stuff 
that makes 'em sick. 
The acknowledged leader in this 
field of dubious competence is RJ. 
Reynolds' Vantage brand, which first 
brought us advertising copy with 
headlines like: "I smoke. And I'm not 
going to apologize for it," and, "How 
many times have you decided to give 
up smoking?" 
In the annals of salesmanship, this 
far outdistances selling ice boxes to 
Eskimos. ! 
Since the smoke-our-ciggies-they- 
kill-you-slower approach has almost 
doubled Vantage's sales (from 5.2 to 
9.59 billion a year), other brands are 
paying Vantage the complement of 
imitation, but creative innovation in 
the emphysema industry doesn't stop 
there. 
The same RJ. Reynolds Company 
has also demonstrated that, in the 
words of "Advertsing Age" (Oct. 20), 
"the public can be reached with an 
innovative cigarette, using 
non-b roadcast media." This 
improvement in the quality of life is a 
long, 120 milimeter , brown smoke 
marketed under the new brand name 
of More. 
"ADVERTISING AGE" asked an 
R.J. Reynolds' executive why a brown 
cigarette and why so long. The man's 
answer is an indication of how smart 
and thoughtful these devils can be. 
Remarking that a " 'slim, long 
elegant-looking cigarette' stood a 
chance of capitalizing on the physical 
self-enhancement trend, the gentleman 
said, 'When wc looked at brown vs. 
white, it was our judgment that 
consumers would perceive a white 120 
as just something longer than what 
they were getting now, where as once 
More was picked up and handled it 
was perceived as something unique m 
appearances and feel." 
But while the cigarette industry was 
making a perfectly splendid transition . 
from broadcasting back to print ($80 
million in newspapers and SI 14 
million in magazines last year), the 
anti-forces were failing to make a 
successful adjustment to new 
conditions. 
TO PAY FOR a new generation of 
anti-smoking ads, well need a new tax. 
It's not fair to the broadcasters to 
force them to give away their revenue 
time. The tax should be levied only on , 
cigarettes. Why should non-smokers 
pay? And it should equal twice the 
total advertising budget of the 
cigarette industry, so that everytime 
they place au ad anywhere they know 
they will also be paying for two ads 
refuting them. 
A nation that taxes its people to 
pay for the clownish election, 
campaigns of its politicians should 
have no objections to taxing people to 
convince them not to commit suicide. "| 
Folks may go on smoking anyhow. 
The profit motive alone doesn't 
explain self-destruction  by  cigarette. 
The Russians have gone into 
partnership with Phillip Morris. Inc., 
to market Apollo Soyuz 
commemorative butts, and that's a, 
socialist country where there are no 
profits to make. So nazdorovya to you 
comrades! '   • 
'THELESSON OF EUROPE IS ■mis... EITHER THBf; WDNt REALIZE WAST/WTO. 
.THEY-ALL KNEW WHO 
TrtfYWASTWKIN'TO... 
..AND LDIDNT THAT-ALL IS TOE LESSON OF EUROPE!' 
Lerrers 
missed it 
About 199 years ago students and 
other people in the age range from 18 
to 21 were fighting and dying for the 
right to represent and govern 
themselves. 
However, today it seems that 
perhaps many of us have forgotten 
why we should go to the polls and 
vote. 
Today is election day. Yet, still 
many people on this campus maintain 
an Archie Bunkerian viewpoint on 
"off-year" elections. For those of you 
who are not familiar with the 
Bunkerian concept il basically deals 
with the fact that only the "Biggies" 
the presidential electio,is. are worlh 
voting for. 
Just in this state general election are 
four issues which have been described 
as providing for 500,000 jobs in the 
years to come to help stimulate Ohio's 
economy. 
In the local Bowling Green election, 
two BGSU students are running for 
mayor and councilman. 
So, if you're a freshman you still 
have three more years to play with. 
but don't curse the legislature if you 
can't find a job when you graduate. 
Also, if you feel like bitching 
because the student community is not 
represented in city council, don't. 
Because if you had the chance to vote 
and you didn't, you can take some 
comfort in a verse from Dr. Hook and 
the Medicine Company, "I was stoned 
and I missed it." 
Dick Parrish 
S.G.A. Coordinator 
of State and Community Affairs 
little regard 
It is becoming increasingly apparent 
that Bowling Green students have III lie 
regard for their fellow students in one 
particular area-smoking in public. 
It is a new and very unpleasant 
experience for me to observe students 
and faculty alike smoking throughout 
lectures and classroom periods. 
Meanwhile, those individuals who are 
adversely affected by the smoky, 
stuffy atmosphere for any 
reason-allergic reaction, sensitive eyes 
due to wearing contacts-must suffer. 
And these reactions are not minor; 
they are very uncomfortable and often 
linger long after the initial experience. 
Can't the smokers wait until they 
are outside of class to light up? 
Something must be done lo alleviate 
these inconveniences that are beiftg 
imposed upon the nonsmoker. 
Sue Brindle 
113 McDonald East 
student voters 
Concerned Students for City 
Government needs your support 
today. Nov. 4. Vote for Bob Dickinson 
for mayor and Dave Meermans loi 
ward I councilman of Bowling Green. 
City issues directly influence you nine 
months of the year. 
Dickinson and Meermans. 
independent candidates, will petition 
to get a law passed reducing the 
penalty for marijuana possession to a 
S5 maximum fine, as now exists in 
Ann Arbor, Michigan (University of 
Michigan) and 'is currently on the 
ballot for Oxford, Ohio (Miami 
University). 
energy consumption in the future 
by John Merriam 
Political Science 
Guest Columnist 
Americans today consume 55 per 
cent of the world's gasoline. Until 
recently this gasoline has been a 
relatively good buy. Using 1948 as a 
base, gasoline prices lagged behind the 
Consumer Price Index until the 
seventies. 
But with the assertion of ownership 
by the oil-producing nations over their 
depleting, non-renewable resources 
and with the long term prospect of 
demand outstripping supply, the price 
per barrel (one barrel ■ 42 gallons) 
rapidly caught up with other 
commodities. 
Currant price levels are unlikely to 
remain for long. The days of cheap 
energy are really over. Prices as high as 
$1 per gallon may soon be 
commonplace. 
Europeans today are paying much 
higher prices than we are. OPEC oil 
prices will not likely by lowered and 
instead will most likely rise slowly. 
IT IS TRUE that there is plenty of 
petroleum left, but it is increasingly 
less accessible and more expensive to 
produce.. 
Oil exploration efforts in the 
eastern part of the Gulf of Mexico 
provide an example. Seventeen major 
oil companies paid a record SI.4 
billion two years ago to obtain drilling 
leases and subsequently drilled 
fourteen straight dry holes at a cost of 
SI million per hole. They are now on 
the verge of abandoning exploration. 
Until recently Americans have not 
realized how dependent the country 
has become on foreign oil. 
Although the U.S. was once the 
world's leading producer of petroleum, 
exports of both crude oil and refined 
products have lagged behind since 
1948. Today we import 38 per cent of 
the 17 million barrels that we demand 
for daily consumption. 
Of that import figure, currently 
22.7 percent comes from the Arab 
world, and that will no doubt rise. 
Meanwhile, we have been served notice 
by the Canadian government. 
concerned with its own long term 
needs, of a cut-back now and a 
complete    phase-out   by    1983   of 
petroleum and natural gas exports to 
the United States. 
OUR 1975 OIL import bill is 
expected to be S25 billion. Projections 
are for a 50 per cent rise in imports by 
1980 to meet the expected demand 
Can the pace be maintained? 
The American auto (all 
101.237.713 of them by 1973 figures) 
consumes one-fifth of all energy from 
all sources in the nation. 
Like all machines, the automobile is 
not efficient, wasting more than 80 
per cent of the energy expended. 
While auto efficiency may improve 
slightly and the use of the auto decline 
somewhat because of restrictions on 
driving and more available public 
transportation, the demand for 
gasoline will  no doubt remain high. 
quite  likely   running well  ahead  of 
supply. 
If you want to keep a car in your 
future, get one that meets your needs, 
but does not go beyond them. 
For a start check the gas mileage. As 
a student you will probably do a lot of 
distance driving, so look for a car that 
averages better than 20 mpg on the 
road. 
Since your car will sit outside most 
of the time, a good investment is rust 
proofing. Keeping your car well tuned 
will also save on gas. 
The auto you will. drive in the 
future will be more costly to buy and 
more costly lo operate. You should 
plan on owning a car longer and using 
it less. Your next car may be smaller 
than you're used to. but install a 
stereo tape and it won't be half bad! 
They also want a city commission 
formed to deal with tenant and 
landlord rights and a tenant union to 
insure your rights in off-campus 
housing. • 
Other issues include better railroad 
crossings, a shuttle bus service and 
senior citizens' interests. 
With your help we can work toward 
a more progressive Bowling Green. 
Elect Bob Dickinson mayor and Dave 
Meermans ward I councilman. 
Concerned Students for City Govt. 
Karyn Christensen, Chairwoman 
Rosseau O'Neal 
Cill Boslancic 
Greg Bidingcr 
Bob Dickinson 
Dave Meermans 
Carol Stepian 
338 Palmer St. Apt. 30 j 
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iicwsiiotcs 
Supreme Court 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Supreme Court yesterday 
refused to release on ball two men whose conviction on 
marijuana charges in Ohio ii has agreed lo review. 
The court upheld a decision by Justice Byron While 
on July 31 refusing bail to Jefferson Doyle and Richard 
Wood. 
The justices agreed on Oct. 6 to hear argument ol 
Doyle and Wood that their right to remain sileni after 
their arrest was violated. 
In renewing their request for bail, they ciled this 
action and a decision recenlly by the U.S. Circuit Court 
in Cincinnati that Ohio's 20-to 41-year sentence for sale 
of tnanjuana is unconstilulionally excessive. 
Doyle and Wood were convicted on charges arising 
from an alleged marijuana transaction in a Dover. Ohio, 
tavern in April 1973. 
The men said they elected lo remain sileni al the nine 
of their urrcsl hut were nevertheless questioned al their 
Irial as lo why Ihey did not prolcsl iheir innocence or 
conseni lo a search of their car. 
Isabel Peron 
BUENOS AIRFS. Argentina (AP)-President Isabel 
Peron was rushed to the hospital yesterday amid 
mounting pressures lo give up leadership of a nation torn 
by violence, inflalion and allegations of government 
financial scandal. 
An official bulletin said Mrs. Peron had a gall bladder 
problem and that it was not serious, but private doctors 
close to the case said she had suffered a nervous attack. 
A Peronisl congressman was assassinated, meanwhile, 
and tensions rose higher in Argentina than at any time 
since the military restored civilian rule to the late Juan 
Peron"s movement in May 197.'. Mrs Pcion became 
president on the death of her husband in 1*>74. 
The 44-year-old Mrs. Peron's political condition was 
considered serious, whatever the medical prognosis. 
Bangladesh 
NEW DELHI. India (AP)-Thc military backed 
Bangladesh government was shaken by an internal army 
feud yesterday, but Khondakar Mushtaque Ahmed 
remained as president although many ol the officers who 
brought him to power Aug. 15 were believed arrested. 
diplomatic sources in New Delhi said. 
They discounted an Indian news report that 
Mushtaque Ahmed had been replaced by Bug Khalul 
Musharaf. the No. 7 man in the aimy. and said tl was 
possible thai Musharaf would play an Important role as 
one of the main powers behind the government. 
According to diplomatic reports from Dacca, the 
day-long developments revolved around a single mission 
of senior army officers reasserting their Influence over 
junior officers who overthrew and killed President 
Mujibur Rahman three months ago. 
By Mary Frey 
The real workhorse of the 
energy conservation 
program at the University 
can be found any time of 
the day or night in a small 
room in the Centrex 
Building, constantly 
standing vigil over the 
University's electricity 
consumption. 
While everyone else is 
sleeping, attending classes, 
partying or away for the 
weekend, this conserv- 
ationist monitors; nearly 
every watt of electricity 
used in 20 buildings on 
campus. 
This super-worker is none 
other than System 7. an 
IBM computer installed in 
June 1974. in an attempt to 
cut back University 
electricity consumption. 
With assistance from 
Frank Finch, plant 
maintenance engineer. 
System 7 was instrumental 
in reducing energy 
consumption 13 per cent in 
the months from July 
through September over the 
amount used in the same 
period last year. In 
September alone 
consumption of electricity 
was down 1.2 million 
kilowatts over September 
1974. 
But even t h o u g h 
electricity consumption in 
May was 500.000 kilowatts 
less than in May 1974. the 
University paid its largest 
electric bill ever-S96.000. 
That was S30.000 higher 
than the May 1974 bill. 
SO IS the computer 
worth SI.MX) a month, the 
price paid to lease this 
automatic watt-watcher1' 
Finch thinks so. Without it 
the .University really would 
be paying some terrific bills, 
he said 
In November 1974. Finch 
said the computer went 
down for four days. That 
four days was enough lo put 
the    month's   electricity 
Computer eyes energy use 
demand over the demand in 
November, 1973. 
The computer works on a 
floating target which is set 
to monitor the amount of 
electricity used every fifteen 
minutes. The computer 
readiusts bv turning down 
(or turning off) heat, air 
conditioning, exhaust fans 
and ventilation systems if 
the amount of electricity 
used is greater than the 
target, thus lowering the 
target for the next fifteen 
minutes. 
"There are no priorities." 
Finch said. "All buildings 
are on the same basis. 
However, very little is 
controlled by computer in 
the dormitories. 
"WE CAN tell the 
computer that from two to 
five o'clock it can't turn olT 
certain devices. There are 
two programs run in the 
computer-one for weekends 
and one for weekdays." 
Finch said. 
A clock connected lo the 
computei allows it lo tell 
time, but it does not keep 
track of days. Instead 
System 7 must rely on the 
program to differentiate 
weekdays   from  weekends. 
"We hope to cut back our 
energy consumption by al 
leasl fifteen per cent this 
year." Finch said. "We leel 
we will do a lot belter on 
Meant (coal consumption) 
which may help to 
compensate for the 
increases in clectncii> 
rates."' 
Finch explained that 
although the computei docs 
not have direct contiolovei 
steam heat, il can IUII oil 
the blower motors, thus 
returning the heal lo the 
power house. He added thai 
the steam does not have to 
be reheated before it can be 
rcchanneled. 
One of the biggest 
obstacles    the   energy 
Al Perkins 
Listens to all the People 
CONCERN FOR All 
Al Perkins is the Democratic candidate for 
Mayor of Bowling Green. He is the only 
candidate for Mayor who is really in touch 
with all people in the city. 
If Al Perkins is elected, the mayor's office 
will once again be open to all. All ideas will 
receive fair hearing. 
Al Perkins knows and works with the 
University. He is a member of the Advisory 
Council of BGSU's Dept. of Pol. Sci. and an 
active participant in conferences between 
city and University officials. Also he has 
served on an advisory committee to the 
U.C.F. and is a member of the Falcon Club. 
Al Parkins seeks out the views of the University and town. 
MAYOR OF BOWLING GREEN 
WE CANT AFFORD NOT TO. 
program has come up 
.iiuinst is building design. 
Finch said the older 
buildings which have not 
been renovated are drafty 
due to poor insulation and 
lack of thcrmopane 
windows. Even University 
Hall, which was renovated 
last year, does not have 
ihcrmopancs. 
ANOTHER BIG problem 
with the older buildings on 
campus . including Kohl 
Hall, is the fact ihat the 
heat is either on or 
off-there is no temperature 
control. Conscqucntl). 
persons in the rooms are 
often either forced to open 
the windows, even though! 
II may he freezing outside, 
or   turn   the heat   off and 
enjoy the draft. 
"The worst pail, .is l.u .is 
wasie is concerned, is that 
the newest building, 
Offcnhauer. is the biggest 
energy user on campus." 
Finch said, "it's no one's 
fault, It's iiisl j problem of 
design We're working on it. 
but some changes will have 
lo be made." 
The Education and 
Business Administration 
Buildings  were buill  with 
fewei windows to reduce 
heal   loss    Itui   I inch   said 
their design still leaves a lot 
to be desired. 
"There- is only one 
thermostat for every six or 
seven rooms. If the room 
having the thermostat is 
facing the sun, that room is 
too hot. The class in that 
room wants the heat turned 
down, hut that makes the 
other rooms too cold." 
Finch said. "I'm afraid it 
would lake a major overhaul 
lo change the situation." 
UAO concerts net nearly $9,000 
by Cindy Smercina 
Staff Reporter 
Union Activities Organization (UAO) is attempting 10 
continue a conceit success story thai has netted profits of 
nearly $9,000 since the beginning of fall quartet 
James Stofan. UAO program director, s.ud yesterday he 
was very pleased with the success of the Average White 
Band and l.oggins and Messina concerts this fall. 
This fall's successes follow concert pioblems lasi yen 
that included the last-minute cancellation ol acts and heavy 
financial losses 
Jon Martin. UAO performing aris chairman, attributes 
the concert successes to an increased number of touring 
bands, thus making them available foi bookings. 
"MORE BANDS .ire touring tins sen and there's a Ion 
of new releases." he said. 
Although both major concerts this fall netted profits for 
UAO. the   I oggius and   Messina conceit, lost money  for 
Conquest   Productions,   a   professional   promoiei   thai 
handled the concert and guaranteed UAO a SI,000 profit, 
UAO staged the Average White Hand concert itself and 
made SX.000. 
The David Crosby - Graham Nash concert scheduled for 
Nov.   I >  is the last   majoi  concert planned by UAO this 
quarter, rwo majoi concerts arc scheduled for winter 
quarter, but Stofan said he has no idea what acts will be 
highlighted. 
WINDY CITY Productions will handle the Crosby-Nash 
concert. 
Stofan    said     UAO    is    leaning    toward    professional 
production of concerts because ''there's no risk involved for 
us with a promoter." 
But both Stofan and Martin said they an disappointed 
with student attendance al the conceits. About 3,500 
Student tickets were sold lor the Average White Band 
concerts and 2.200 lor l.oggins and Messina. The remainder 
were sold lo non-Students In the greater Toledo area. 
Martin said UAO serious!) is considering "whether or not 
homecoming weekend is a good tune for staging a concert." 
He suggested that students may be unable to afford concert 
tickets in addition lo othei homecoming expenses. 
A committee of 25 students selects the acts foi UAO 
Concert!  "Bui ll'sa hard campus to please. There is a wide 
variety of lastes," Martin explained. 
"1 he acts thai everybody likes are the expensive ones we 
can't afford." 
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CITIZENS FOR PERKINS 
ChtrltS A. Bjrrtll. Drtw Hinnl 
Chalrperaoni 
722 N. Grove, Bowling Green, O. 
History Department 
Special and New Offerings, 
Winter 1976 
153    MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY THROUGH THE USE OF FILMS.,'J.A survey of major 
themes   In Modern European History using classic   films  and  readings.     Themes 
to be discussed  lnolude:     The Crowd  in History,  The Human Cost   of   Industrialism, 
Propaganda  and  the Totalitarian State,   and The  Rise  of  the Third World.     Films 
to be screened  Include:     La Marseillaise,  A Nous  la Llhertf.   Potomkln.  The . 
Organizer,   and Triumph of  the Will.     Welnberg.      1-3 MW. 
320    SOCIAL HISTORY OF AMERICAN MEDICINE.     (4)     The origins of scientific 
medicine  to   1900;   the  "regular" medical  profession;   the  rebellion of  the 
"irregulars";   medical  sects;   the emergence of scientific  medicine.     Accelera- 
tion of  medical   research;   findings and  applications   in  the areas of disease, 
surgery,   and mental health;   the delivery  of medical  care.     Friedman and 
Sternsher.     7:30-9:30 p.m.   TR. 
325 BUSINESS HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
structure of the American colonies (1620-1775 
program (1790-1800) which encouraged American 
politics of the Jacksonian period (1825-1860) 
aided railroad construction, the formation of 
tlon; and following the Civil War (1865-1900) 
encouraged the consolidation of heavy industr 
create a national market. The role of regula 
the twentieth century, and how multi-national 
helped create economic Interdependence among 
12 MTRF. 
(4)     Describes  the commercial 
)  and  the  Federalist  Party 
s   to become entrepreneurs.     The 
are examined to  see  how they 
bank credit,   factory construe- 
how the national  government 
ies   (oil  and  steel)   in order  to 
tory agencies are  examined  in 
corporations,   after WWII, 
Industrial  nations.     Seavoy. 
391     AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY.     (4)     Traces  three  centuries of 
changing American attitudes  and  actions   toward   the natural   environment,  with 
an emphasis  on the  rise of  the  conservation moverent  and  the  development  of 
an  ecological  perspective.     Danziger.     1 MTRF. 
391 HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FAMILY. ( 
functions of the family from the Coloni 
It will examine changes in the internal 
which inheritance patterns and paternal 
by economic, political, and social fore 
and community; the differentiation of s 
in socialization of the young. The in 
will make it useful to those interested 
sciences  as well as history.     Shifflett 
4)     The course will   treat  the shifting 
al  Period  to  the   twentieth century, 
structure of   the   family,   the wav  In 
authority affected and were affected 
es;   the  relationship between  family 
ex  roles;   and   the  role  of  the  family 
terdisclplinary nature  of  the course 
in sociology,  psychology,   and  health 
10-12 MW. 
391     ENGLISH ORIGINS OF AMERICAN LAW.   (4)     A survey of medieval  and early 
modern English  history,   focusing on  the  origin  and growth of  legal  and  consti- 
tutional  doctrines.   Institutions,  and procedures  important  to  an  understanding 
of  the American   legal  system.     Knox.     1 MTRF. 
391    THE BTBLE AS HISTORY,    (u)    An examination of major problems relating 
to the text, content, and context of the Old and New Testaments as historical 
documents in light of modern Biblical scholarship.    Daly.    7:30-9:30 p.m.    MW. 
NOTE:    The 300-numbered History offerings are self-contained courses 
designed to serve the programmatic needs and intellectual interests of 
undergraduate non-majors as well as majors and, a3 such, these courses are 
tailored,  in operation and objectives, more to the exposition of general 
content and concepts than to the acquisition of specific professional skills. 
r 4/T»e BG Newi, Tuesday, November 4, 1975 
Job placement sign-ups scheduled 
Sign-up will be Thursday 
from 4-5 p.m. for school 
schedules ind Friday from 
3-4 p.m. for non-school 
schedules (including 
business, government, 
agencies and graduate 
schools) in the Forum, 
Student Services Bldg. 
A standard placement 
data sheet must be turned in 
for each organization with 
which the interviewee is 
signing up. 
SCHOOLS 
Nov. 18 
Elyria    City    Schoob 
(citizenship required)-- 
Speclal education: Elem. 
-JHS. ID and EMR 
Mathematics. JHS: 
Arithmetic 7-8 and Algebra 
I. English: All levels usually. 
Music: Secondary 
instrumental. Industrial 
arta: Sec. general shop. 
Home economics: Sec. 
general home economics. 
Art: Sec. junior high. 
Business ed.: H.S. 
comprehensive, JHS typing 
and general business. 
Elementary: grades 4, 5 and 
6. Science: Sec. earth, 
biology, comprehensive. 
Cleveland Public 
Schoola-Secondary: Math 
or science, English, home 
economics, foreign language 
(German/Latin), business 
ed., industrial arts. Special 
education: EMR. 1.1). 
Maion Local Schools 
(citizenship required)- 
Secondary and elementary: 
All areas. 
Nov. 19 
Elyria  City Schools-See 
above. 
Port Clinton Schools-All 
areas and academic fields. 
Sanduaky   City   Schoob 
(citizenship    required)- 
Interested    in    meeting 
teacher   candidates   in   all 
, teaching fields for possible 
employment at mid-year or 
for the 1975-77 school year. 
Nov. 20 
Sanduaky Cily 
Schools-See above. 
BUSINESS 
Nov. 17 
Keebler    Corporation 
(citizenship required)-- 
December grads only. Sales 
representative. Entry level 
position for someone 
desiring to move into 
management. 
Nov. 18 
The Andersons-- 
December and March grads 
only. Acct. trainee: B/actg. 
Fidelity Union Life 
Insurance (citizenship 
required)-Sales and sales 
management: B/any major. 
Metropolitan Life 
Insurance (citizenship 
required)--December grads 
only. Sales representative: 
B/bus. adm., marketing, 
sociolgical studies. 
NCR Corporation 
(citizenship or permanent 
residence visa required)— 
December grads only. 
Financial specialist: 
M/acctg., economics. Price 
analyst: M/acctg., 
economics, opcr. research. 
Programmer/analyst trainee: 
B/info. systems, comp. 
science. Systems analyst: 
B/M info systems, comp. 
science. 
Westinghouse Electric 
Company (citizenship 
required)--Financial 
management trainee: 
B/acctg. or finance. 
Minimum of IK quarter 
hours of acctg. 
Nov. 19 
Metropolitan    Life 
Insurance-See above. 
Bendix    Corporation 
(Citizenship 
re q u i red (--Manage men I 
trainee positions for 
students in: B/finance, ind. 
tech., interdepartmental 
bus., man agement, 
marketing, quantitative 
analysis and control. 
Ford Motor Company 
(citizenship required)-- 
Buyer: B/M business, 
marketing. Economics. 
Traffic analyst: B/M 
business, marketing, 
economics. December grads 
only-profit budgeting, cost 
control, in vestment 
analysis: B/M finance. 
December grads only-cost 
acctg., general and property 
acctg.: B/M acctg. 
December grads only-staff 
auditors: internal and 
operational auditing. B/M 
acctg. High percentage of 
travel. 
John Hancock Mutual 
Insurance Company 
(citizenship or permanent 
residence visa required)- 
Life insurance salesman: 
B/any major. 
Uarco    Incorporated 
Accounting    trainee: 
B/business. 
Nov. 20 
Detroit Bank and Trust 
(citizenship required)- 
Management trainee for 
branch management and 
possibility of main office 
departments:   B/bus.   adm. 
Marathon Oil Company 
(citizenship or permanent 
residence visa rcquircd)- 
A ceo un ting: B/M acctg. 
Auditors: B/M acctg. 
Information systems or 
comp. science: B/MS in 
either major. Personnel 
representative: B/MBA bus. 
Meaden and Moore 
(citizenship rcquircd)~Staff 
accountants: B/M acctg. 
J.C. Penney 
Company-Store 
management trainee: 
B/business or related. 
Nov. 21 
Marathon O il 
I Company-See above. 
Haikint     and 
Sells-Assistant accountant 
on prof, staff: B/M in acctg. 
Public Service 
Indiana-Accountant: 
B/acctg. Accountant: B/ 
business with two years 
acctg. Programmer: B/QAC, 
acctg., bus. comp. science. 
Energy advisor: B/bus. 
adm., marketing, sales 
oriented. Electric living 
consultant: B/home 
economics. 
SCM Corporation 
(Glidden Durkee 
Div.)-December grads only. 
Food service sales: 
B/marketing, selling and 
sales! management. Do not 
schedule an interview if you 
spoke with SCM recruiter 
last month. 
The Higbee Company- 
December grads preferred. 
Assistant dept. manager: 
B/M business, marketing, 
retailing (merchandising). 
GOVERNMENT 
Nov. 17 
Dayton Police 
Department-Police officers. 
Civil Service appt. Exam 
offered in Dayton in 
December. Must locate in 
Dayton at time of appt. 
Vision: 20/110, 
uncorrected: 20/20. 
Nov. 18 
Social Security 
(citizenship required)- 
Claims representative: 
B/any major. 
Nov. 20 
National Labor Relations 
Board (c i t izenship 
req uired)-- 
Labor-managernent relations 
examiner: B/any major with 
24 hours in one or 
combination of labor 
relations, ind. relations, 
pers. admin., bus. adm., 
economics,     labor 
LOOKING FOR 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT? 
University division of General Studies 
Winter '76 Program Offerings 
* 
/.    The Age of Washington': A Coordinated 
Quarter of Study on the American 
Revolutionary Generation 
• 
For an unusual way to learn about the 
generation which established the United 
States, this coordinated quarter relating 
to the society and thought during the 
revolutionary years will provide literary, 
historical, philosophical, and political 
perspectives. 
IL  The Little College: Evaluating Social 
Controversies 
This is a five credit-hour course consisting 
primarily of selected social controversies 
that will serve as tools to help students 
develop critical thinking skills. Small 
classes emphasize student-faculty 
interaction. 
III.  The French 
Cluster College 
An alternate way to fulfill the language 
requirement in which students learn to 
understand, read, speak and write French - 
for fun and travel. 
V. The Humanities 
Cluster College 
Open to Prout residents only. A living- 
learning IS credit-hour program of art, 
history, literature, music, philosophy, 
and theatre.    Emphasis is on 'doing' 
the humanities. 
IV.   The Business and 
Society Cluster College 
A 12 credit-hour program concerned with the 
relationship between business and the social 
enviroment.  The units are 'Big Business: Pro 
and Con', 'The Continuing Crisis of Capitalism', 
'The Future of Consumerism', and 'Business, 
Society, and the Individual.' 
VI. University Seminar 
A 2 credit-hour course designed to give the new 
student on individualized introduction to B.G.S.U. 
and higher education in general. Small classes 
emphasize student-faculty interaction. 
For more information about any or all of that* programs, contact the University 
Division of Ganaral Studies. 26 Shattel Hall, 372-0202 and chock the Winter 76 
Schedule of Classes under 'University Division.' 
economics, labor law, 
political science, acctg., 
pre-law. 
Nov2l 
Internal Revenue Service 
(citizenship required) 
-Internal revenue agent: 
B/acctg. Special agent: 
B/acctg. Tax auditor: 
B/business. Revenue officer: 
B/business. 
COLLEGES 
Nov. 13 
Monterey Insl. of Foreign 
Studies-Anyone interested 
in grad. school in California. 
Brochures located in 
Placement Office. 
Nov. 17 
Syracuse University- 
Anyone interested in grad. 
school. 
Nov. 19 
The    Ohio    State 
University--Grad uate 
programs in business, MBA, 
master of acctg., Ph.D. 
programs. 
group 
offers activities 
The Jewish Students' 
Organization at the 
University exists to "cater 
to the religious, cultural and 
social needs of Jewish 
people, both faculty and 
students," accoridng to Dr. 
David Weinberg, the 
organization's advisor. 
The organization 
sponsors several types of 
activities for the Jewish 
population, including a 
celebration of the 
Chabbot-the Jewish 
Sabbath-each Friday at 
6:30 p.m. in Prout Chapel. 
"There wc pray a liltle. 
sing a little , discuss, 
socialize and eat together." 
Dr. Weinberg said. 
Two courses about 
Judaism will be sponsored 
winter quarter by the group 
through the Experimental 
Studies program. One 
concerns Zionism in the 
state of Israel while the 
other deals with Jewish 
contributions to civilization. 
IN ADDITION, a course 
about Jews in American 
Society will be taught spring 
quarter by the sociology 
department. 
Dr. Weinberg, assistant 
professor of history, said 
there is a strong possibility 
that a regional convention 
of the Northern Ohio Union 
of Jewish Students will be 
held at the University in 
spring. He said the gathering 
would include seminars by 
lecturers outside the 
University on topics of 
interest to Jews. 
Holidays in the Jewish 
custom arc celebrated on 
campus. In late September, 
for example, the group 
celebrated Simchat Torah, 
the time of year when the 
cyclic readings of the Torah 
are completed and then 
begun again. 
Plans to observe Israel's 
Independence day in spring 
also are being made. Dr. 
Weinberg said. Ull year the 
event came during 
International Week. 
The organization also 
sponsors films about aspecls 
of Jewish culture It will 
present the comedy 
"Sallali." at 7 p.m. Monday 
in the Union. 
local briefs 
Concerts 
The College of Musical Arts' fall concert schedule 
continues with a performance at 8 p.m. tomorrow by 
the University Chamber Orchestra in the Recital Hall, 
Musical Arts Bldg. 
At 8 p.m. Friday, guest artist Herbert Hoffmann also 
will give an organ recital in the Recital Hall. 
Meanwhile, the Jazz Lab Band will perform in the 
Grand Ballroom. Union at 2:30 p.m.. while at 8 that 
night the University String Quartet will perform in the 
Recital Hall 
Psi Chi 
Psi Chi. the psychology honorary, will hold a 
pre-registratkin information night at 7:30 p.m. 
tomorrow in I 13 Psychology Bldg. The session is open 
to all interested students. 
Conference 
Housing needs of the elderly will be the topic of a 
conference sponsored by the Office of Continuing 
Education and the Toledo area office of the Ohio 
Commission on Aging. The day-long conference is set for 
Nov. 12 in the Alumni Room. Union. 
The conference is free and open to all persons 
interested in the elderly. There will be a S3 charge for 
lunch. Deadline lor registration is Friday. 
To register, contact the Office of Continuing 
Education. 504 Administration Bldg.. 372-2416. 
Registration 
The Office of the Registrar lias announced that 
registration materials for winter quarter are not due until 
Mond.iy instead of Friday as originally announced. 
Workshop 
The 23rd annual Northern Ohio Scholastic Press 
Association workshop is set lot here tomorrow. About 
1,000 northern Ohio high school students arc expected 
to participate in the 90 workshops covering a wide range 
of journalistic subjects. 
According to Dr. John Peltibunc, associate professor 
of journalism and workshop coordinator, this year's 
workshop will emphasize the rights of students and 
advisor, focusing on the First Amendment and 
censorship, Also, the winnei of the award for the 
outstanding high school yearbook will be announced. 
Registration for the workshop will begin at 8 a.m. in 
the Grand Ballroom. Union. Further information may be 
obtained by contacting Dr. Pettibone at the School of 
Journalism, 106 University Hall. 
LISTEN 
FOR 
Bowling Green 
and 
Wood County 
ELECTION RETURNS 
on 
WAWR 
RADIO 93* 
TONIGHT 
STARTING AT 8:00 
* Radio WA WR 93.5 FM, Bowling Green g 
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By the Associated Press 
While officials and 
diplomats mounted 
last-minute peace efforts, 
Spanish army patrols fanned 
out along the Spanish 
Sahara's bordet yesterday 
and more than 350,000 
Moroccans waited 
impatiently in tent cities for 
orders to march on the 
neighboring territory. 
King Hassan II of 
Morocco dispatched Premier 
Ahmed Osman to Madrid 
with a personal message for 
acting chief of state Prince 
Juan Carlos de Borbon and 
sent Hadj Mohamed 
Bahnini. a cabinet minister, 
to Algeria with a message 
for President Houari 
Boumedienne. 
A special representative 
of UN. Secretary-General 
Kurt Waldheim also began a 
trip to the countries 
involved. Andre Lewin, a 
Frenchman who normally 
serves as Waldheim's 
spokesman, was due in 
Agadir. Morocco, early 
today and sources in New 
York said he was carrying 
an appeal to call of the 
unarmed "March of 
Conquest." 
King rbttin has said he 
will begin the march by 
Thursday if there is no 
progress on Morocco's claim 
to the northern part of the 
Sahara. 
BOTH SPAIN, which is 
planning 10 end its 91-year 
rule of the desert territory, 
and Algeria have threatened 
to respond to the march 
with force. The U.N. 
Security Council has urged 
the four involved 
n a t i o n s - - i n c I u d i n g 
Mauritania,    which   claims 
southern and eastern parts 
of the terntory-to avoid 
action "that might "further 
escalate the tension in the 
area." 
"We are all going across 
just as soon as King Hassan 
gives the order," said the 
leader of one of the march 
groups gathered in Tarfaya, 
Morocco. "We all expect 
walk the 125 kUometers 75 
miles to El Aaiun-the 
territorial capital--and 
return." 
"How can the Spanish 
stop such a mast of 
unarmed civilians?" he 
asked. "The whole world 
would be in uproar if they 
fired on us." 
The Spanish military 
chief of staff's office in El 
Asiun refused comment on 
reports that Moroccans had 
moved into an abandoned 
Spanish post near Maabes in 
the northeastern Sahara 
where the Moroccan and 
Algerian borders meet. 
Skirmishes between 
Moroccan troops and the 
Algerian-backed Saharan 
liberation movement 
Polisario were reported 
earlier. 
EL AAIUN was tense but 
calm. Sources said a state of 
martial law remained in 
effect for the entire Sahara. 
Intelligence sources in 
Madrid said the Spanish had 
replaced an estimated 2,000 
Saharans serving in the 
Spanish army but said there 
had been no evidence of 
Spain sending additional 
forces. 
Spain is reported to have 
an estimated 15,800 police 
.in I troops, including 3,000 
legionaires.  in  the Sahara. 
Morocco is believed to have 
about    15.000   troops   on 
alert, and Algeria has troops 
massed   on    its   18-mile 
frontier with the Sahara. 
Spain, which wants to 
continue sharing in the 
phosphate industry in the 
Sahara  as  a condition for 
giving up the territory, at 
first favored a referendum 
to allow the 80.000 
inhabitants to decide their 
future. When Morocco 
announced the march. Spain 
began negotiations with an 
eye to ceding the area to 
Morocco and Mauritania, 
but Madrid returned to the 
self-determination proposal 
under pressure from Algeria. 
*Q WESTERN 
, — _        a ■      \ little girl from the audience was an enthusiastic assistant for 
Pl"CStOl       lhis magician's Halloween performance Friday afternoon in the 
Cardinal Room. Union. (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman) 
CHI O'S 
congratulate 
their new 
ACTIVES! 
\Sandi 
Broski* 
[Cindy 
Barger] 
[Ruth 
Caplice 
\Nancy 
Dovers-{ 
berger 
\Bridget Hill] 
Rinda 
Jones 
Jenni Lind 
\Deb Lavely] 
IKim 
Koerberl 
Kim 
Raymondfj 
Corrine 
Thomas} 
Sue 
Ockajik\ 
\Debi 
Stovall 
Elaine 
Montalli] 
SPECIAL 
{(congratulations) 
to our 
OUTSTANDING 
PLEDGE 
Julianne 
Deely 
Welcome 
to the 
nest! 
Office of 
Experimental Studies 
WINTER QUARTER SEMINARS 
THE AGED AND THE MASS MEDIA Farhad Kermani 
Dr. Jean Kincaid 
AMERICAN GROUPS AND RITUALS. Prof. John Wright 
BEGINNING POLISH II Stefania Gross 
** CAREER DEVELOPMENT Dr. Raymond A. Downs 
AND LIFE PLANNING James Bishop 
Carence Terry 
HISTORY OF ZIONISM: ISRAEL 
AS A JEWISH STATE Rabbi Alan Sobokin 
•INTRODUCTION TO 
BIBLICAL GREEK Dr. Richard Hebeln 
MEDITATION: AN EXAMINATION Dr. Daniel Kuna 
MODERN STANDARD ARABIC H Dr. G. Balducci 
OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY 
AND IDEAS Rabbi Morton Goldberg 
***PEER COUNSELING: A WAY Dr. Joseph Lombard! 
OF HELPINC Dr. Nancy Wygant 
THINKING GAMES Ben Crane 
••U.S. POLICY IN THE PACIFIC Dr. L. Edw. Shuck 
WHERE DO I GO FROM HERE 
WITH MY LIFE Dr. Ross Miller 
WOMEN AND THE LAW Dr. Annette Johnson 
Judy Wahrman 
For the man who goes Western, 
a shirt that's headed for the 
wide, open-collared look of 
today. Yoked 
styling in a new 
direction   by 
Kennington,  famous 
for young men's 
fashions.   Easy-care 
cotton- polyester 
in natural   white 
or light blue. 
S-M-L-XL $16-$17 
LASALL,E*S 
SILKY 
Get right into the 
contemporary male fashion 
scene with Kennington. 
Versatile prints and great 
looking patterns in a 
*|   rainbow of  colors.      . 
/   Tapered for a flattering fit 
Wear for casual or dress; 
alone or with a suit. 
Soft acetate-nylon is 
wrinkle-free, easy-care in 
sizes S-M-L-XL $18-$22 
A NEW INTERNSHIP! 
The National Science Teachers Association, Washington, D.C. is interested 
in accepting a student intern for Winter Quarter. The following problem areas have 
been suggested for possible study: 
—Investigation of Needs & Recommendations for Action in Re-School Science. 
—Survey of Two- Year Cbllege Science Teacher Needs. 
—Survey of Needs of School Systems for a System of Evaluation & Reporting 
on Teaching Aids and Science Equipment 
....or other suitable topic. 
Unless otherwise stated, all seminars carry 4 hours of elective credit. All S/U grade. 
Exp. 101 for freshmen/sophomores; Exp. 301 for juniors/seniors. 
'Indicates interview necessary before registration 
"Indicates 2 hours credit 
•"Indicates 3 hours credit 
All interested students must pre-register with Experimental Studies, 541 Education Bldg. 
to obtain section numbers, etc. 
MMmmtmm*amc}m(?a&*K>9mGaamm:ym<>mKimc.>»c>&<'>a&>m<.*e<:>mamt. 
LASALLE^ 
NOVELTY 
Casual and comfortable— 
a perfect combo for the man 
who wants to look and feel 
right all the time! 
Orummond designed 
these novelty acrylic 
sweaters for today's 
fashion needs.  Blue or 
off white with 
picture fronts. 
S-M-L-XL $15 
LASALLE*S 
■ 
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Injuries vs. finesse 
Basketball's 'real world' 
By Ed Subi 
Basketball, to many, is a sport of 
finesse, graceful moves and soft shots. 
But to three students in the 
University's health and physical 
education department, basketball is 
one of the fiercest, most punishing 
games an athlete can play. 
GRADUATE assistant Frank Ondus 
and undergraduate IX>ug Bailey, senior 
(A&S) and James Swart/, freshman 
(A&S). arc all trainers for the 
University.s 1975-76 basketball squad. 
Through their jobs as trainers they see 
the teal world ol basketball. 
"People can't realize what a contact 
sport   basketball   IN."   said   Ondus.  a 
tiansfcr student from Cleveland State 
University   who  worked  under  head 
trainer Jack McNceley. 
"Among llie most common injuries 
arc lacerations of the face, black eyes, 
linger injuries and an assortment of 
lower body injuries to the legs, knees 
and feet," Ondus said. "Injuries to the 
legs are by far the most frequent 
because of the hard surface on which 
the (ante is played 
"Then, if the injuries aren't due 10 
(Mil dilutions, Ihey become latent, 
occurring afterwards In the form of 
cartilage or muscle problems which 
may    requiK    surgery    or    at    least 
extensive therapy." 
A common injury is the sprained 
ankle which generally is duo to landing 
on the side of your own or someone 
else's foot. Muscle Strains rank second 
because ot the explosive iialiiie ol 
basketball. Ondus Hid, These injuries 
lead to extensive wrapping and taping 
to prevent turthcr damage. 
"TRAINERS have become a 
necessity   that   can't   be   done   away 
with. We have 122 days of basketball 
here   at   Bowling  Green   and   there's 
definitely a high percentage of injury," 
Ondus explained. 
"Since you use less people more 
often in basketball who arc constantly 
moving, the game becomes the most 
demanding sport around." 
Game situations arc the most 
damaging because of so much 
unpredictable movement, he said. The 
trainers therefore work not only to 
prevent injuries by taping and 
lubrications but also work with the 
coach and team physican to help the 
players get into and slay in shape 
through conditioning. 
The trainer prescribes exercises and 
oversees the coach's conditioning 
program to make sure the players are 
not taking part in any potentially 
dangerous exercises, Ondus added. 
A trainer needs a working 
knowledge in many fields such as 
physiology, kincsiology (the study of 
human    movement)i   chemistry   and 
anatomy of physical therapy and 
exercise. But to some Irainers, what is 
more important is to have common 
sense in handling all situations and 
have good lapport with the players. 
Ondus said. 
the trainers looking for help," Ondus 
said. "More often than not. any 
problems we have arc with the player 
who doesn't play much. The superstars 
always seem to be too intelligent to 
play games with us. 
"If the players feel that wc can help 
them they'll come to us because they 
know we respect them as individuals 
and wc hope they feel the same about 
us." 
Training to many people 
encompasses managing as well. Ondus 
said, adding that this is a typical belief 
leftover from high school. This, 
however, is not the case, he said. A 
Hauler's only function has to do with 
athletic medicine. He serves no 
managerial function except to help 
with necessary equipment such as 
shoes, which arc the most important 
aspect of basketball equipment. 
TRAINING is a very complex 
aspect not only of basketball but of 
any sport. Ondus said A trainer must 
he able to think and think quickly. He 
iniisl use the knowledge dial he has 
acquired to not only reduce and heal 
injuries but also prevent ihern. 
And through all the twisted knees 
and ankles and endless taping sessions, 
you come closer to dial lotal 
experience in athletics. Ondus said 
Working out a proper schedule 
with basketball coach Pat Haley, 
taping ankles and preparing players 
for competition are all duties of 
University trainer Frank Ondus. 
Ondus' duties require both 
long-range planning and emergency 
on-the-spot work. The long-range 
work involves preparing players 
with taping of sensitive spots and 
relieving the pressure on previous 
injuries. When an injury or a muscle 
cramp occurs during competition. 
Ondus'on-the-spot action must be 
quick and efficient in order to 
relieve some suffering or a 
worsening of an injury. 
Ondus not only works with the 
physical treatment of the players 
but also verbally communicates 
with athletes and their problems. 
Knowing the score in his 
department can avoid future 
complications and help make the 
difference between victory and 
defeat for an athletic team. 
i 
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tbaUVontest 
39 14 SIP'TSFOII* 19 
wMsmmn 
39 l?S€P7Sfo'nO' 
OPEN MONDAY 
THRU SAT. 
the 
ANTHONY HOUSE 
- MIKE MORIN DISC JOCKEY 
- ALL NEW DISCO 
- LIGHT SHOW DIRECT FROM 
NEW YORK 
- LADIES NITE EVERY WEDNESDAY 
HARPY HOUR 7-11 
- FRIDAY AND SAT. HAPPY HOUR 
7-1 1 
- 1 8 YRS. OR OLDER 
Oklahoma St.         1     1 it      Colorado               1     1 
DILL'S JEWELERS 
featuring 
AUTHENTIC 
INDIAN JEWELRY 
Bracelets  Rings 
Necklaces Earrings 
352-4770    129 S. Main St. 
Miss. St.                |_J at     Auburn 
Where 
There's 
Help, 
There's 
Hope 
f JWre *• /*«• 
11 AIM II ##f  Of »## V 
EPtrxBwumt UMiritllu IIXplTipiKto 
LJ  it        Akton LJ B«II sat* 
Red Tag Days! 
Shop Thurs., FrL, Sat 
and 
SAVE! 
JCPknney 
Bowling Green 
Ohio State            LJ at      Illinois                 LJ 
rGreatScot.' NCWMANS MARATHON 
y 
Viroj 
OU HAVE TO VIS 
OUR STORE 
TO APPRECIATE 
OUR PRICES 
nil Tech.       LJ ■'     Houston 
;/T 
D 
FOREIGN CARl 
SERVICE     1 
525 N. MAIN 
DISHOP MOTORS 
18036 N. DIXIE HIGHWAY 
SCOTTI 
MUFFLERS 
700% guarantee 
on all work 
Alabama □ - LSU 
CARNATIONS 
Special Weekend Carnations 
*3.s° DOZEN 
cash and carry 
Bowling Green      I     I it      Ohio U. LJ 
LEVI'S 
CROSS* MEN'S WEAR 
147 N. MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN 
Arizona □ . San  Diego St. □ 
Samsonite 
Travel Kit 
for MEN Only 
Block and Brown 
«7." and 9." 
LASALLE*S 
Michigan State D. Indiana D 
11th 
ANNIVERSARY 
SALE 
NOW 
Hawaii □ - Long Beach St. 
* LOCKER ROOM 
112 S. Main St.   Phone 353-6341 
We carry Adidas, 
Converse, 
Nike sport shoes 
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR 
SPORTING GOOD NEEDS.! 
Toledo D.. Northern Illinois D 
HOWARD JOHNSON'S 
1630 E. Wooster 
Open 
9-1 Turns, thru  Sat. 
Happy Hours daily 4-9 
Entertainment TUB*.-Sat. 
THE GOOD OLD DA YS ARE BACK 
at 
THE SHADY LADY SALOON 
Arkansas □ . Rice □ 
THE HUTCH 
PET SHOP 
1811S MAB,tOWUf«GHtW,0. 
SUPER TANK SALE 
DipBaa HJj 20i.iion   11.7s 
lOtMlon    4.9f 2f|Ml.n    t|.|( 
15falh>n    955 SSaaNm    H.M 
alto many others! 
Tuesdays an 10% off days for students with ID'S 
' or a copy of this ad. 
Sorry, this don not apply to sal. items. 
PHONE 3528459 
Pittsburgh I     | at      West Virginia □ 
L1NDONS 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
Luncheon Special 
Breakfast Special 
Midnite Special 12-8 
CARRY OUTS' 
tv in mi the If/ lliiildnit: 
imi:, COIHT 
Nebraska □ ., Kansas State □ 
Bee Gee Bookstore 
1424 E. Wooster 
ACROSS 
FROM HARSHMAN 
353-2252 
Clemson [__] at      North Carolina      LJ 
JZcsandlos 
io ii 14 iar 
HOU«S 
S-T   4JOPM-I 00 AM 
f-S   4 3OPM-20OAM 
Delivered 
to your 
door 
FREE DELIVERY    Fast, Free & Hot 
Georgia Tech. 
203 N. MAIN 
Notre Dame D 
We have a good supply 
of budget priced, used 
DIVING 
EQUIPMENT 
in stock 
So stop over & check It out! 
AQUA HUT 
521 S. PROSPECT ST 
352-5128 
Miami LJ at      Western Michigan D 
CITY,   STATE PHQPla, 
DELIVER TO: B.G   NEWS OFFICE 106 UNIVERSITY 
HALL. 
Pmt* of SIS. tlO. ana %b gift certificate* will be given to the 
too 3 persons, respectfully, selecting me moil winners from me 
22 college garnet listed aOove. 
in case of a tie me person selecting closest points to the actual 
outcome ot the designated professional game is determined the 
winner. 
Mark an "X" m the souare opposite the team you Believe will 
win. if a game ends in a tie Mr>a vou select one of the teams as a 
winner, it will count as a loss in your total. However, It you 
designate-a lie and the game ends m a tie. >i will count in your 
"win" column. 
tech   contestant 
■ epioduced etectronica 
at* mitted   only    one   entry.    Entry    forms 
are not acceptable. 
Bauots win be tabulated by members of the Kappa Sigma 
fraternity, AM decisions o» me judges are final. 
All entries must be in the B.G. News office by S p m. of the 
Friday preceding the games. This is a free contest open to all 
persons except employes o' the participating sponsors, members 
of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity and B.G. News employes. 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
Last Week's .9] 
Football Contest 
Winners Are: 
Larry Owen 
1515 E. Wooster St., Apt. 30 
Jeff Waite 
205 Conk tin South 
1st Place 
-2nd Place 
William Hcnning 
254 S. Summit 
PICK THE SCORE 
ATLANTA VS     MINNESOTA 
3rd Place 
Dairi| Queen 
LETS GO TO 
THE DO AN' 
COOLOFFOW 
THE m/DBI 
E. Wooster St. 
HOURS: 
M-SATURDAY 
10:30 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
SUNDAY 
11:30 a.m. - 11:30 p.m. 
SCRUMPDILL YISHUS! 
Missouri J at Iowa State 
*****   * 
532 EAST WOOSTER 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
352-3551 
FREE DELIVERY 
Purdue LJ at     Michigan |_J 
DORSEYS DRUGS 
500 E. Wooster 
"By the tracks" 
FAST PHOTO SERVICE 
FILMS AND BULBS 
N. C. State □ . Penn Slate D 
THE B€£T 
PRlCtS   IA/ 
T0WA/J 
5£t Its 
2SI-HWX //// ^m^ 
ScHOOLk\oy 
KfCoRDC 
Baylor Texas □ 
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GOP trying to gain governors 
(AP) - Republicans see a chance of 
narrowing the heavy Democratic control of 
the nation's governorships and~hope to make 
legislative and municipal inroads in scattered 
off-year elections today. 
A year before the I*>76 presidential 
contest, however, there is little on the day's 
election calendar that is likely to indicate 
much about the national mood on issues or 
its view of major personalities. 
The headline contests are for the 
governorships in Mississippi and Kentucky, 
legislatures in those two states plus Virginia 
and New Jersey, a Tennessee Mouse seat and 
the mayor's offices in a number of major 
cities, including Boston. Baltimore. 
Philadelphia. Cleveland. Houston. San 
Francisco, Minneapolis and Phoenix. 
TWO OF the election spots, the slate of 
Kentucky and the city of Boslon, have seen 
major controversies  this yeat over school 
busing. In both cases, the two candidates are 
in general agreement on that issue. 
GOP officials say they have received 
guarded optimistic reports from their major 
target, the Mississippi governor's election 
where Meridian businessman Gil Carmichael 
is waging a hid against Democrat Cliff Finch, 
a lawyer. 
Carmichael ran a strong race against 
Democratic Sen. James Eastland in 1972. 
Finch, a successful lawyer who upended 
l.t. Gov. William Winter in the Democratic 
primary, is backed by outgoing Gov. William 
Waller and the racially mixed loyalist 
Democratic group. 
IN KENTUCKY where both candidates 
have strongly opposed forced school busing 
in Liuisville, Democratic Gov. Julian Car- 
roll hopes to    win a full    term in the office 
he inherited when Wendell Ford went to the 
Senate in January. 
Carroll's opponent is Robert Gable, a 
Republican businessman with cal and real 
estate interests. 
The underfinanced Gable is hoping that 
the busing controversy creates a backlash 
against all incumbents. 
At present, Democrats hold 36 of the 
nation's 50 governorships, Republicans have 
13 and one is an independent, James 
Longley of Maine. 
Grant aids gravity survey 
A gravity and ground 
magnetic survey will be 
conducted by the geology 
department with the 
financial assistance of an 
$8,000 grant from the 
National Science 
Foundation. 
The survey, headed by 
Dr. Edmund Pawlowicz. 
associate    professor   of 
PHILOSOPHY COURSES 
FOR STUDENTS 
WITH SPECIAL INTERESTS-WINTER, 1976 
NO PREREQUISITES 
Phil. 340A Philosophy of Cultural Taboo. (uttl.fl.ld 3-5 TB) Section 1483 
There ate m.inv  kinds of  events,   lnatItutlons.  and  huun expressions basic to our  personal  and 
social  existence which our culture  regards an  taboo oiaskea  It  difficult  to experlance  In a 
direct way.    Ue will dlscuas  the  laauea surrounding  this  situation.     Field  trips will be baalc 
to the course.     Students are strongly encouraged  to enroll on a Pass-Fall basis. 
Phil. 332 Environmental Ethics (Scherer 9 KTRF) Section 3481 
Environmental  ethics  la taught  as the ethics of   resource management.     Three main questions  are 
conaldered.     First,  how ought one evaluate the  relationship between current  resource-use patterns 
and  the  availability of reaourcea?    Second,   If  resources should be used  to meet  the needs of  the 
human population,  what   are  the priorities  for meeting which needs of which populations?    Third, 
we muat consider   the  undesirable consequences of  the use of  resources,   pollution and  exploitation. 
In the latter part of  the courae,   students,   individually or   in groups,  will define tern paper 
topics,   to be approved by the  Instructor,  which will  apply  ethical principles developed  In the 
course  to  specific environmental  problems. 
Phil. 334 Philosophy in Literature (Cormier  5:30-7:30 TK> Section  3482 
An examination of phlloaophlc   Issues   in  the  literary works of Camus,   Sartre,   Beckett,  Kafka and 
Dostoyevsky.     One of   the major  themes to be examined   Is that of  nihilism and  the manner   in which 
these authors go beyond that   point of view. 
Phil. 342 Medical Ethics (Lineback 7ilO-9i30 MW) Section 348* 
The major contemporary ethical   thorles and  their   Implications for problems that  arise  in heslth 
and community  service  flelda are studied.     Topics  Include  the ethical  dimensions of  genetic 
engineering,  abortion,   euthanasia,  behavior control,  etc. 
Phil. 318 Philosophy Of Law (Robins  5:30-7:30 MU) Section 3480 
Inquiring  Into the philosophical  foundations of a  legal  system,   this course contains a good mix 
of  theory and court  cases,  ihe   latter testing  the adequacy of   the  former.     The theoretical part 
contain.) classic and  contemporary  statements on the evaentlal  nature of  law,   and   the  relation 
between   law and morality,  especially concerning such   Issues as  Justice,   liberty,   and  legal 
responsibility.     The court  cases  Include such problems aa  "obscene" and "offensive"  language, 
good aamarltans and officious  lntermeddlers  (and how  to  tell  them apart),   fair and equal 
treatment for women and blacks,   how to determine  the scope of a manufacturer's  liability, 
compulsory medical   treatment,   negligence and "causing" harm,  etc. 
Phil. 311 Medieval Philosophy (Goodwin 3-S MW) section 3477 
Survey of major  philosophical  positions of   the Middle Agea starting with  those of  St.   Augustine 
and ending with  those of the Renaissance phllosophere. 
Phil. 313 Contemporary Philosophy (Robln. ;:jo-a:30 MU) Section 3*78 
Survey of Uearern philosophy  since  1900.  with sn emphasis on analysis,   phenomenology, 
exlstentlsllsm,  and the ssjor philosophers  In each school. 
Phil. 31 7 Philosophy of Reliflion (Scherer   I  MTRF) Section 3479 
In order  to understand what   religion Is, wt> survey the world's classical religions attempting  to 
understand each from  the point  of  view of   Its  adherents.     The  future of religion  In a changed  and 
changing world   then becoaes the  focus of  discussion.     A unified  framework for understanding 
religious concerns  Is developed.     Within thst   franework  the rtudent   1*  encouraged  to study a 
variety  ol   such concerns,   some of his own choosing. 
Phil. 414 Metaphysics 
Course  theme:   Vslue 
(Uttlefleld   3-5 MU) Section  3485 
Whet  are values?    Where do  they come  from?    How do they change?    How are 
facts and values related?    Why do  I  often find  It difficult  to know what ay real values sre, 
to express then,  and to afflra thea In ay actions? 
Phil. 415 Topics in American Philosophy (ic.ub.r 7:JO-9:30j SectIon 3486 
Topics   In American Philosophy will be s sealnsr In  the philosophy of Wllllaa Jaaea.     I will 
emphasize  the existential  and  experiential  thrust of  James's thought  as he cries  to wrestle 
with  the  logical andisychologlcsl  problems  faced by an  Individual confronting a  sometime 
benevolent,   sometimes hostile world.     We will  study  James's attempts  to Justify  the constant 
struggle of existence which—to a  sensitive and potentially moral   Individual—must often appear 
utterly senseless.     We will examine  the  lmpsct of  evolutionary  theory  on James's thought,  as 
well as parts  of his Psychology,  all of  his moral  philosophy,  and  some  of his Pragmatism. 
Phil. 425 Philosophy of Revolution (gatmer 1-3 T») Section 3*87 
What  is  s revolution?    What   Is the difference between s revolution and a coup d'etat?     I, 
"nonviolent  revolution" a contradiction  in terms?    Under what circumstances  is revolution 
justified?    These and  related  Issues will he considered  by examining  the views of a variety of 
social  thinkers  from Plsto to Mao. 
PHILOSOPHY  COURSES  SATISFY  HUMANITIES REQUIREMENTS   IN ALL COLLEGES 
DETAILS:     221  SHATZEL  -     372-2117 
geology, involves several 
graduate students. The 
group will study the 
seismically active faults in 
the portion of west-central 
Ohio near Anna, a city 50 
miles north of Dayton. 
This area has been 
unusually active by Ohio 
geographical standards, with 
earthquakes of moderate 
intensity. 
Throughout the year a 
system of gravity and 
magnetic stations will 
record data through a 
technique which conveys 
readings to a base station. 
Computer    programs    then 
will co nd ense the 
geophysical data into a form 
from which irregularities in 
the earth can be mapped 
and analyzed. Dr.Pawlowicz 
said. 
The nature of subsurface 
changes will have practical 
benefits. Dr. Pawlowicz said. 
One such benefit would be 
to avoid potentially 
dangerous construction sites 
where seismically active 
faults are located. Dt. 
Pawlowicz added that Ohio 
"is practically virgin 
territory for this type of 
work." 
Fact Line 
372-2445 
ATTENTION 
ALL SENIORS 
A special Winter Quarter 
section of the 
Little College: Evaluation 
of Social Controversies 
course for seniors. 
This course offers: 
7. An opportunity to evaluate social science 
controversies, 
2. Small classes with close student-faculty 
interaction, 
3. A chance to improve your critical thinking 
skills in preparation lor graduate school 
or professional school, 
4. Five hours of social science credit, and 
5. A great emphasis on analyzing questions 
and virtually no emphasis on 
■memorization. 
If interested, please contact: Neil Browne 372 0060 
Paul Haas 372 2649 
Stuart Keeley       372 2301 
Course 
Below are changes for 
changes 
winter quarter. The Changes are 
listed in bold type. 
Section Course Change 
5704 ENG. 342 5 hours credit 
1305 GEOG. 125 I0MTR. 10W 
1306 GEOG 1 26 10MTR. JIVV 
1307 GEOG. 126 I0MTR. 10 F 
1308 GEOG. 126 I0MTR. 1 T 
1309 GEOG. 126 I0MTR. 12 R 
1310 GEOG. 127 11 MTR. 10 T 
1317 GEOG. 231 4 hours credit 
1327 GEOG. 344 • Section Cancelled 
1658 HObC 434 8-12 v. 
1931 LEGS 200 10-1 2TR 
1937 LEGS 419 J.S TR 
2383 MUGS 511 SECTION CANCELLED 
2943 PAUD423 4 MTR 
2944 PALD423 4 MTR 
2945 PALD 423 4 MTR 
2946 PAID 423 4 MTR 
2947 PAUD423 4 MTR 
3740 PSYC 642 46 M.  S W 
3470 PIIIL  205 II TF. || MR 
3471 PHIL 205 II TF. 12 MR 
3472 PHIL 205 II TF, 10 MR 
Below are new section offerings'. 
5643 FIN 342     Real Estate Admin. 101 2 MW   Padmaraj 
5^1 .1 !>(.5|0Quant'ivt Methods 6I0PMW Smith 
5676 IPt 100    Skiing 3-11 T        Bowers 
TACO'S 
and 
TEQUILA 
WED. NITE 
8 p.m. 
HOWARD'S 
The Naval Aviator 
flies the plane. 
The Naval Flight Officer 
calls the shots. 
I'Uing is one of the greatest challenges a nun can lace 
But getting a N.i\A jet itr multi-engine prop into the air 
and down again isonK part of the job 
Thai •Where the Naval I light Officer comes in. He's 
the man on the team who takes over when the plane is air- 
borne and it's time to see the mission through 10 its ulti- 
mate success 
Asa Nasal Flight Officer, sou'll operate radar, nas igu- 
tkm equipment, and the most advanced electronic system! 
in the sky 
The tools \ou"ll work with are some ofthc most sophis- 
ticated ever developed And most of them are classified. 
It's a demanding job The qualifications are high. And 
the training is lough You've got 10 he a college man to 
even be considered. 
But it vou're the kind ol man who can take a challenge 
like this in stride, you'll win more than just a Naval Flight 
Officer's wings of gold. 
You'll win a position of respect and rcsponsibililv in the 
grealesi Naval an force in the world 
lor complete details, call us anytime, loll-free, at 
800-84I-K000. Just ask lor the Naval Aviation desk 
Ot stop in and see sour Uical Navv recruiter 
Navy Officer Information Team 
Interport Plaza III 
16101 Snow Road 
Brook Park, Ohio 44142 
Ph.(216)522-4830 
Call collect 
Navy 
- FEATURING - 
Char Broiled Steaks arid 
Chops 
I nil Course t Jm.lv 
Dinner 
12   VAMIl  TIIS 
PANCAKrS «. WAI   i 
Open lues    thru Sat    '   JO-S 
Sundays /   30-/.00 
412 EAST WOOSTER 
BANQUET ROOM 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
Closed Monday 
412 East Woostor 
'ATITA' 
PHI MU 
Congrats 
their new actives 
■Patti fiaiitii 
Di'liliii' Mi'czka 
Ciiulv Hmski' 
Shetri Skinnei 
Diana Black 
Stisan Kyiiik. 
Deli Smith 
Marcia iMnlan 
Vhitacre 
Jii.imi Cot 
Elaine Epesos ■ 
Connie Sfan 
Cheryl Zilles 
Diana Phillips 
Kuti P.nki'i 
* *********** *. 
French art displayed in Toledo 
Tuesday, November 4, 1975, The BG Newi/Ti§t 9 
TOLEDO (AP) » A 
lormer OSS agent who 
helped recover an works 
stolen by the Germans 
during World War II has 
pulled a coup for Toledo's 
Museum of Art by 
assembling for the first 
time in the United States 
an exhibit of 18th Century 
French painting. 
Kansas City-bom Otto 
Wittmann. 64. director of 
the Toledo museum, began 
thinking of an exhibit of 
"The Age f Louis XV 
French painting 
1710-1774"about lOyeers 
ago and offered to share it 
with the Metropolitan 
Museum of New York. 
"They couldn't do it at 
the time," he said. "They 
had other plans." 
The exhibit, 
underscoring   the   Toledo 
museum's ranking as one of 
the nation's 10 finest, 
opened last week and will 
run through Dec. 7. It will 
be displayed in the Chicago 
Art Institute from Jan. 10 
to Feb. 22 and in the 
National Gallery of Canada 
in Ottawa from March 21 
to May 2. 
MOST   OF   the   90 
paintings   coming   from 
France and elsewhere in 
Europe, expressing French 
life and culture under 
Louis XV have never been 
viewed in America. The 
long reign of Louis XV, 
who came to the throne 
when he was 5 yean old. 
was marked by growing 
intellectual freedom and 
economic rise of the 
middle classes. Much of 
Paris as it is known today 
SDP offers minority services 
"We'd  like  our  students  to  take 
advantage of the resources we've made 
available to them," said Dr. Raymond 
Downs,   director   of   the   Student 
: Development Program (SDP). 
SDP has grown from serving .18 
freshmen minority students in 1968 to 
about 875 undergraduates. Dr. Downs 
said. 
"We want to help." Dr. Downs said. 
"Among our services offered are 
financial aid advising, career 
counseling and career development 
services, and sponsoring social and 
cultural activities. 
"We also utilize the knowledge and 
experiences of our upperclassmen in 
the form of peer counselors. If there is 
a need, well soonsor tutors." he 
added. 
Besides his duties as director of 
SDP, Dr. Downs said he wants to teach 
a course winter quarter through the 
Experimental Studies program. The 
course will be in career development 
and life planning. 
Dr. Downs said that SDP will be 
more involved this year with the 
students, not only academically but 
also socially. 
"In conjunction with Student 
Activities and the Black Student 
Union, we helped sponsor the ' "Force 
of Nature' and 'Junie and Eye' 
concerts. We also helped in the 
sponsoring of the homecoming 
festivities". Dr. Downs said. 
Consistent with the aims of the 
total university, the Student 
Development Program continually will 
work to provide a climate which 
motivates, supports and promotes 
intellectual growth as well as good 
mental and physical health. Dr. Downs 
said. 
was built during his rule. 
Wittman, who is Harvard 
trained, served more than 
five years in the armed 
forces during World War II. 
After that, he joined the 
Toledo museum, founded 
in 1901 by the glass 
pioneer, Edward 
Drummond Libbey. 
Under Wittman's 
direction, and with funds 
from the Libbey estate, the 
museum's collections 
doubled. 
Wittmam says that 
through contacts and 
friends he made while 
attached to the 
counter-intelligence unit of 
the OSS, he has been able 
to add to Toledo's 
collection and lo acquire 
such exhibits as "The Age 
of Louis XV." 
"Without the guidance, 
good advice, and warm 
friendship of my colleagues 
in the museums of Europe 
and America, many of 
whom I first met in ihose 
days  of 'art  restitution. I 
could   have   accomplished 
very little." he said. 
ONE FRIEND is Pierre 
Rosenberg, curator of 
paintings at the Louvre 
National Museum of Paris, 
who has loaned 20 
paintings for the exhibit 
and wtilten a 300-page 
textbook to describe the 
display. 
Wittman has arranged 
the museum's paintings 
chronologically from 
Dutch 17th Century to the 
English 18th Century as an 
educational aid in learning 
history. Each gallery 
includes decorative arts and 
furnishings of the era. 
"You have lo know the 
pasi    lo    understand    the 
praent," Wittman said. 
Grocery costs 
leveling off 
(AP)- The family 
grocery bill leveled off 
during October, 
although there were 
scattered increases in 
the cost of some basic 
food items, an 
Associated Press 
marketbasket survey 
shows. 
The AP drew up a 
random list of IS 
commonly purchased 
food and nonfood 
items, checked the 
price at one super- 
market in each of 13 
cities on March I, 
1973. and has 
recheeked on or ahout 
the start of each 
succeeding month. 
The latest report 
showed that on an 
over-all basis, the 
marketbasket bill went 
up about one-third of a 
per cent during 
October. That works 
out to annual rate of 
increase of four per 
cent-less than half the 
expected boost for all 
of 1975 and less than 
one-third the increase 
in 1972 and 1973. 
Last month's 
increase was due mainly 
to higher prices for 
chopped chuck, orange 
juice and butter. 
Nonfood items on the 
list - paper towels, 
detergent and fabric 
softener-stayed steady. 
*33,500,000 Unclaimed 
Scholarships 
Over S33,500.000 unclaimed scholarships, giants, aids, and 
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000 Current list of 
these sources resedrched and compiled as of Sept   15. 1975 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS 
11275 Massachusetts Ave . Los Angeles. CA 90025 
O I am enclosing S9 95 plus SI 00 loi posuge and handling 
PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO: 
Name. 
Address  
Otv State___ 
(California residents pleaie add 6% tales la> > 
-Zip- 
i 
The English Department 
can satisfy your literature 
requirement 13 ways 
(all 4 hour courses): 
150:     Response to Literature 
161:     World Literature: Classical 
162:     World Literature: Medieval and Renaissance 
163:     World Literature: Neo-Classical, Romantic and Modern 
200:     Introduction to Literature. Sections for winter in: 
Science Fiction 
Literature and Film* 
Women and Literature 
Black American Literature 
The Short Story 
Literature and Psychology 
Chicano Literature 
American Indian Literature 
•see MACBETH. THRONE OF BLOOD. THE COLLECTOR. THE INNOCENTS, 
AND QUIET FLOWS THE DON. FIRES ON THE PLAIN, ALL QUIET ON THE 
WESTERN FRONT. 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
ANNOUNCES THE 
Tuesday and Wednesday night 
Coke Special 
Quart Cokes 40? 
352-5221 
30 MINUTE DELIVERY 
1616E.WOOSTER 
The Domino People are Pizza People,  period. 
TODAY —VOTE 
BOWLING GREEN DEMOCRATS 
ALWAYS AT WORK FOR YOU 
1975 
Bowling Green 
Democratic Platform 
ALVIN 
PERKINS 
MAYOR 
i<£±, 
to 
RICHARD 
NEWLOVE 
COUNCIL-AT-LARGE 
BOWLING GREEN DEMOCRATIC OFFICE HOLDERS 
AND CANDIDATES ARE PROUD OF THEIR RECORD. 
1. Establishment of Safety Town program; upgrading of E. Poe 
Railroad crossing; city construction of sidewalks in school walk areas. 
2. Expansion and improvement of park and recreation facilities 
including the upgrading of roads, parking lots, drainage, tennis courts, 
baseball diamonds, Memorial Hall (former Legion Building), mini-bus 
purchase, and the development of Carter Park. 
3. Implementation of water, storm, drainage, and sanitary sewer 
plans including the 2nd Ward improvements. 
4. Promotion of the revitalization of downtown. 
5. Expansion of facilties and programs for senior citizens. 
6. Continuation of unlimited refuse and bulk refuse pickup. 
7. Use of school facilties for public recreation. 
8. Computerization of city bookkeeping and financial business. 
9. Improvement of budget preparation procedures. 
10. Improvement and training programs for city employees. 
11. Investment of city funds to increase city revenue without raising 
taxes. 
BOWLING GREEN DEMOCRATIC OFFICEHOLDERS 
AND CANDIDATES BELIEVE THAT: 
1. There must be fiscal responsibility with priorities. 
2. Bowling Green should be developed—not exploited. 
3. There must be meaningful citizen input in the planning and 
expenditure of city funds. 
4. A central location should be created at which citizens can get 
responses to their inquiries and complaints. 
5. Problems should be prevented before crises occur. 
6. Better utilization of in-house engineering and legal services to 
save taxpayers dollars. 
7. Industry lost during the last four years must be replaced. 
8. Voters should have choices. 
9. Public offices should be served—not used. 
10.' Public officials should respond to citizen concerns. 
11. City government should serve and protect all—not just a few. 
12. People are more improtant than things. 
13. Municipal management can be improved. 
14. Zoning is to be enforced—not evaded. 
15. City government Is not a one-man opreratlon. 
16. Bowling Green's living environment must be improved. 
17. There must be better co-ordination of law enforcement services. 
JOSEPH 
CORRAL 
COUNCIL WARD 
WANETA 
RODEHEFFER 
WARD 2 
BRUCE 
BELLARD 
COUNCIL - WARD 3 
ROGER 
ANDERSON 
COUNCIL - WARD 4 
BUILDING A BETTER BOWLING GREEN 
Bowling Green Democratic Campaign Committee      Pat Crowley. Chairperson      131 Williams        Bowling Green. O. 43402. 
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We reserve the right to 
limit  quantities,  prices 
and   items  effective  at 
Kroger in    Bowling 
Green   Mon . Nov.   3J 
1975 thru Sun., 
Nov. 9. 1975.    None 
sold    to  dealers. 
Copyright  1975. 
The  Kroger  Co. 
1044 N. Main st'eet 
OPEN 
24 
HOURS 
E*ceot    Coiea Sunday 
1?  | - 9 J ■ 
Oo«n Sunday 
9 a.m. loflp m 
Cioiad Sunday 9 p.rr 
to Mon,, 9 a.m. 
t?     ff 
U.S. Goy't Graded Choice 
.Beef Chuck Blade 
CHUCK 
ROAST 
USDA 
CHOICE 
Lbl 
,^« 
J KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON 
jranulated 
(■■■■I 
t.1 ML. SUGAR 
Limit 1 With Coupon A *6 Additional Purchaee    ^ 
5   88 :| 
I I.. .,..■■-   .».". » C^..r(.i MOW* C»#0"«"'*»-' 
LINT MM COOTM Pf « FlMT Save 
Prices aood Mon., Nov. 3 1975 Incu Sun., Nov  9, 197b 41 /       AAr 
"ng   Green.   Subnet   lo   appllcaple   tlale ana _.       £fl Kioger   in   B 
SIUC4I I4M44 
Krar 
Miracle 
Whip 
791 
■ KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON I 
MIRACLE 
WHIP 
Limit 1 With Coupon I '6 Additional Purchase    K? 
I ■■ atw *— Wine, e) Cienwemen AeW Otfvaw OwtSSW Witt. 'JIMM »I«N-*"*'"» ^J 
IWIT M cotfti r« NM.1 >   Sa*e 
p* Price,   good   Mon., Nov.   3   1975   thru Sun.. Nov. 9, 1975 it    C Qc 
Kioger   in   Bowling   Greetn.   subjacl   to   applicable   .talo and      / ^ 
»| ■ KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON ■ IB. 
errud 
10-Oz 
WtPkg SMOKY 
LINKS 
Limit 3 With Coupon A '5 Additional Purchase 
-».-  W.n a> C>«e»«r<oi Anal OlKe- C«**4MM »¥'i-> •*W<I*I«M »••*—• 
LIMIT INI C0UP01 Pl« FWIU  * 
Prlc« gooa   Mon.. Nov.   3   1975 IBIU   Sun.. Nov. 9. 1975 al 
Kioger   in   Bowling   Graan.   Subiacl   lo   applicable Hate and 
aTtaxes. 
TIATI S"KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON I 
h-   Kroger Hi Nu 
K    ^2%L0WFAT    G8llon 
nil if 
Limit 1 With Coupon A '5 Addrtional Purchase 
IMIT M ceefto m fsniit <?   an 
Piicei gooO   Mon.. Nov.   3   1975 Ihru   Sun.. Nov. 9. 1975,41    .      Oil 
u..,~.  in  Bowling Ceen.  Subiacl  lo applicable  Male ami/      -war 
. J KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON ■ ■ ■ ■ ■'«] 
"Regular. Diet Or Pepsi Light   
BB!8"7*S 
J^k Limit 1 With Coupon A '5 additional Purchase 
I «■•>  Ofa**l i • ... a.. »   • •• i ••• ' •       ..-.■' 
t£2?W0!i Vttt Ml COOhW KR fMHLT V    *>„, 
Ittl »«#"•'"«> g»0  Mon.,  N,,.. 3  1975 thru Sun    No. .9   19 7 Sal > ■ B>^     K.oje.   in   Bowling   Graan.  Subiect   lo applicable  Male and^ 
"-    jJrtaWlAar1 
*\   ' KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON I 
BUY ONE LOAF 
R.uge. 1 Lb 
CRACKED WHEAT BREAD 
At The Regular Price Of 52< Per 1 Lb Loaf And 
GET ONE FREE 
>   Limit 4 Lit (In, T.a-Sat Tea Free (Wti C I 'I Ueirieaal Pa rceai a 1 ■. 
I.    ai-fea.    -VM. h Lgaianat »nn OiKa- lnupmn WilKPuii rji.»au...ia^.<'Ti 
LIMIT OIE etiPtl PER FAMILY 
Price)* good   Mon.,   Nov.   3   1975 thru Sun., Nov. 9,   1975 at 
Kroger   in   Bowling   Qrean.   Subiect   to   applicable   itat« and 
Jpcaltaxst.   ^ •«■ faa BH etaM i ■■ BH BH ■ ■ i—, C 
Plus 
} Deposit ' 
Save 
1.1 
Coca Cola or Sprite 
6qts. 1.38 
plus deposit 
GO FALCONS; 
BEAT O.U. 
"RAINCHECK " POLICY 
Ev«rytt.»ng you buy at Kroger is guaranteed lor your total satisfaction regard 
lots of manufacturer If you are not satisfied, Kroger will replace your item 
with the same brand or a comparable brand or refund your money 
We also guarantee that we will do everything in our power to have ample 
supplies of all advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for them 
If due to conditions beyond our control, we run out of an advertised special, 
we will substitute the same item in a comparable brand (when such mn item 
is avertable) reflecting the same savings or if you prefer, give you a "RAIN 
CHECK" which entitles you to the same advertised special at the same price 
any time within 30 days 
Movie tells of tragic love 
Review By 
David Fandray 
Ostensibly, "Trie Other 
Side Of the Mountain" is a 
very noble movie. 
It is the true- story of Jill 
Kinmont, a happy and 
carefree young lady living in 
the mountains of California 
whose one dream is lo ski in 
the  1956 Winter Olympics. 
It seems that destiny has 
smiled benevolently for Jill. 
She is healthy, attractive 
and has plenty of friends. 
She even has a brief bout of 
romance with the celebrated 
"Mad Dog" Bue.oneofthe 
most dashing characters in 
the world of skiing. 
AND,      MOST 
importantly, Jill has a belter 
than a good shot at realizing 
her dream of skiing in the 
Olympics. 
In a tragic blow, however, 
Jill's dreams are shattered. 
At the final conlest--the one 
at which she is expected to 
qualify for the 
Olympics-she takes a 
terrible fall and is paralyzed 
from the shoulders down. 
It is, of course, an almost 
fatal blow. Whereas the 
Olympics were once within 
her reach, Jill is faced with 
the realization that even 
moving about freely in a 
wheel chair is a goal that 
will take incredible 
determination to achieve. 
Despair sets in. Despair is 
conquered. Finally. Jill 
decides to become a 
teacher, liven though this 
goal for her as a 
quadraplegic is more remote 
than a trip to the Olympics 
once was, she triumphs. She 
gets a teaching certificate 
and successfully finds a job 
in an Indian school near her 
home in the mountains. 
IT IS, of course, an 
heroic story. It is made all 
the more heroic by the fact 
that Jill's hardships do not 
stop with her paralysis,*nj ' 
comprise a list thai would 
make even Job shudder. 
Thai the story is true 
makes the film all the more 
poigiunl. since this is the 
sort of melodramatic fare 
that few would find 
believable if it was 
presented as pure fiction. 
The film is a catalog of 
tragedy. 
Jill's life seems at first to 
be charmed. Then one night 
she makes the fatal mistake 
of telling her best friend 
how lucky she feels she is. 
blow-by-blow depiction of 
tragedies that is only 
occasionally brightened by 
fleeting moments of humor 
or flashes of nobility. 
The film is actually 
oppressive in its gratuitous 
depiction of pain and 
sorrow. Every time Jill is 
faced with the smallest ray 
of hope or happiness, she is 
struck down. 
It seems that fate has 
given her no quarter, and 
the film's director makes no 
attempt to keep from 
driving this fact home with 
as much force as possible. 
There almost appears to 
be a calculated attempt to 
depress the audience. The 
movie plays upon so many 
of our basic fears- ihe feai 
of falling, the fear of losing 
the control of our bodies. 
the fear of being let down 
by and losing loved ones. 
It is tragic that all of 
these fears did indeed 
become reality for Jill 
Kinmont, as they have for 
many    people. 
Yet Jill's story is also 
noble,    uplifting.    In    J 
segment on CBS television's 
"Sixty Minutes," Mike 
Wallace and Morley Safer 
were able to show the noble 
side of Jill's story, as well as 
point out the compound 
tragedies of her life. 
THEY WERE able to do 
this effectively in a mailer 
of fifteen to twenty 
minutes. 
In the movie, however, it 
is easy lo forget that there is 
an uplifting message to he 
found in Jill Kinmont's life. 
"The  Other  Side  Of The 
Mountain" seems to be little 
more than a maudlin festival 
of despair. 
This film deals with pain 
in such a clumsy and 
heavy-handed fashion that it 
should be offensive to even 
those people who thought 
thai "Love Story" was a 
well-done tragedy. 
Jill Kinmont is a 
courageous and tragic 
figure. The tired 
sentimentality of this movie 
does little to memorialize 
her life, and it is little more 
successful as cnte.   'inr'ent. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Stone from 
China 
& Facial decor 
10 (ill ,L« 
Sage hero 
M  Ellipse 
16 Of a part ol 
the eye 
16 Streamlet 
17 Viaud'span 
name 
18 Mineatrone 
ingredient 
20 Adjective for 
a tyro 
22 Resounded 
23 Legal claims 
24 Wringing wet 
26 Meadowsweet 
27 Bright star 
of Cygnua 
28 Keats' subject 
29 Kilts' 
companions 
31 "For the life 
35 Nourishes 
37 Fredortiu? 
38 
39 
40 
42 
■13 
46 
47 
49 
50 
M 
54 
M 
57 
58 
.'.a 
eg 
61 
62 
Established 
principle 
 limt 
Of a valley ol 
anc. Greece 
 de guerre 
Chatters: 
CoUoq. 
Prayer beads 
Ancient 
Thin porridge 
Items in 10 
Down 
Topping 
Ballet posea 
Emperor: Var. 
Man's 
nickname 
 elbows 
Son of Jacob 
Munich's river, 
Retreats 
Paradise 
DOWN 
Pretty: Fr. 
Warwickshire's 
river 
News story 
needs 
Tincture 
Roman 
satirical 
poet 
Surpluses 
Poetic verb 
form 
Flee: Slang 
i Sweaters 
10 Container of 
a sort 
11 City near 
Armentieras 
12 Historian 
Frederick Lewis 
13 Glided 
19 Admit 
21 Hatchery sounds 
24 Marsh grass 
26 Islamic sect 
26 Kind of school 
27 Parts of circles 
Abbr. 
30 Evening, in 
Bonn 
32 Completed 
33 Devon locale 
34 TV statuette 
36 Winter month 
38 C'eet (it 
is ours I 
40 Swedish 
soprano 
41 Stops 
44  Sound. 
Florida reaort 
46 Put in order 
47 Tapestry 
48 Tropical fruit 
49 Terrific! 
60  Moslem judge! 
51 Cold  
52 Church area 
53 Facial 
expression 
55 Montreal's 
prov. 
o nnois 
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
I SUR£ MISS H0M£, 
MHZ. ZA€AN,rT% 
I    NCEHE&ATimt&l, 
'  mrrcAJKxwG SPeQALTOMe..AI€> 
At. 
mm*ANKBUfSll&U.t 
we LIVE IN A urne caw*. 
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Bunes!\ J 
efeul 
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AUBUT mi MIKB, WKE 
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OFSTVFF* ANOB&IXS! 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
FROM THIS point on. 
"The Other Side Of The 
Mountain"    becomes    a       Tuesday, Novembe. 4. 1975 
ABORTION 
$12500 
TOLLFBEC   »a.m.. 10».• 
isooajs 3M0 
HOW DOES 
'57.50* 
SOUND? 
ft Deluxe 2 bdrm. 
■'.- Furnished 
ii Central heat Er air 
•'.• Laundry fac. in bldg. 
■.'.• Ample parking 
ft Outdoor gas grills 
For Information, Coll 
MMill 
Hampton House 
70S 'Mill. 
PACE meeting Rm. 204 Hayes Hall, 6-7 p.m. 
University skating club meeting 8-10 p.m. Ice Arena. 
Freddie's Flock meeting Rm. 257 Memorial Hall, 7:30 
p.m. 
Women's    Life    planning    group    meeting    Counseling 
Center. Stud. Serv. Bldg. 3-5 p.m. 
BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201 
Hayes Hall, 5:30-7:30 p.m. 
Active Christians  Today  fellowship meeting Commons 
NE 7 p.m. 
HELPWANTED 
Fm. to live in rm. & bd. 
exchange for It. 
housekeeping & some 
babysitting. Call after 4, 
352-0885. 
ABORTION 
Starting Rate 
S125 
1 -24 week pregnancy 
terminated by 
Licensed Gynecologist 
CLOSF. TO VOUB ABEA 
FINEST FACILITIES AND 
MODEBN TECHNIQUES 
Call Collect 
1-216-6311557 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Need PHOTOGRAPHS? 
Undergrad and SENIOR 
SPECIALS. Passports, 
applications. WEISSBROD 
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster. 
352-2142. 
Medical College of Ohio 
student available for 
tutoring 352-4513 ask for 
Mike. 
Talk it over with someone 
who cares about you. 
E m pa -E mo 11 onal and 
material, pregnancy aid. 
Mon. & Fn. 1-3 p.m. Tues.. 
Wed., Thurs.. 6:30-9:30 
p.m. 352-6236. 
WANTED 
Female rmmte. needed own 
room, inquire 402 E. Court 
after 6:30. 
Need f. rmmte. wnt. spr. 
Haven House. 352-2749. 
2 f. needed, subl. W/S, 
Cherry Hill Apt. Ph. 
352 0491 after 5 p.m. 
PERSONALS 
success. Thanks for a great 
time. Love, the Sisters of 
PhiMu. 
A Mich. SAE and an Ohio 
Phi Mu? Hope you get along 
better than Bo & Woody' 
Congrats Diana & CR on 
youi engagement. Love in 
the   Bond,   Your  sisters  in 
Phi Mu  
Tne AX Neophytes really 
dig their bigs! 
We want to go Active, active 
A Chi OKI 
We walked in the dooi. 
Were escorted to dmnei. 
Chicken for food and 
brotheis for Kappa Sigma 
little sises say thanks, 
brothers!! 
See Experimental Studies ad 
this issue. 
DZ bigs, don't forget youi 
bathing suits and raincoats. 
Vote student. Vote 
Dickinson 4 Mayor and 
Meermans 4 Ward I 
Councilman, City issues 
concern you! 
Stevens Studios from 
Bangui. Maine will be on 
campus to take senior 
pictures from October 20 
through November 14. 
Except 'or one week in 
January when the 
photographer will be 
returning for retakes. THIS 
IS THE ONLY TIME he will 
be in Bowling Green. Don't 
delay, make your 
appointment for your senior 
picture today. Call THE 
KEY office for an 
appointment. 372-0086. 
Now open the 2nd time 
around used furniture store. 
M-TR 12-8 p.m., F-S 12-6 
p.m. Located at 12836 S. 
Dixie. Just 1 mile South of 
BG. 352-2400. 
We service; motorcycles, 
auto's, trucks, mufflers, 
Dishop Molds. 18039 N. 
Dixie Hwy. 
PRESERVE CREDIBIL- 
ITY! Order your '76 
yearbook now. Call The 
Key, 20086 
SENIORS! It's picture time. 
For senior picture 
appointment call The Key. 
372-0086 
Ear piercing now at Klevers 
Jewelers i7.50 includes 
earrings. 
FOR SALE 
'66 Delta 88. Just tuned. In 
very good condition. 
Running. Will begin debate 
at $250. Call Dave, 
372-3458. 
'71 Suzuki T -500 
w/Windiammer & Bates top. 
box $1000. '64 Honda 
90CC Model C200 only 
16 0 0 miles. $250. 
372-3280. 
Pioneer 434 receiver $150. 
Bic 960 turntable $125. 
352-9383. 
Montgomery Ward Color 
TV. Excellent condition 
$200 or best offer. Call 
352-9218; 5-9 p.m. 
Honda Scrambler-305 must 
sell, 352-9120. 
NEW SCARF BAG-BILLED 
HAT SETS. CAMPUS 
COLORS OR LEOPARD. 
CHEETA TIGER. ZEBRA 
FAKE FUR. LONG SCARF 
HAS PURSE ATTACHED' 
SEND $15.00. DESIRED 
COLORS, HEAD SIZE 
INCHES TO JERITOGS. 
BOX 96. CHAMA, N.M. 
87520. MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE. 
FOR RENT 
1972 Norton 750CC 
Combat fair shape, 1975 
Monte Carlo loaded best 
offer. 352-5753 8:30-4:30 
wkdays. 
1 bdr. 4 eff. 
Downtown clean, 
352-7197. 
Tacos and 
Howard's 
352-9951. 
Tequila      at 
Wed.    nite 
74 Duster, 318. automatic, 
craigeis, snowtires, 
tapedeck, bucket seats, 
console, 352-5427. 
BGSU Skating Club Tues. 
Nov. 4. 8-10 p.m. Ice Arena. 
SAE's: A rose and a kiss for 
our sexy twenty-six helped 
to    make    our    tea    a   big 
Congrats to Margi and 
Queerbait on your Sigma 
Chi Pinning. Love, your 3 
GDI's-KGs. 
Lil' Nancy. Your paddle 
CHECKED out fine. My 
best MOVE in Alpha Phi is 
having you as my little! 
LITB, Susie. 
Underwood Electric 
typewriter, ec. cond. $70. 
352-8215. 
1971 Ply Cricket, new steel 
belted radials. 23 mpg: 
352-5798. 
'70 Chev. Nova, new paint, 
rebuilt engine, custom 
wheels. Rich, 2-4444. 
Efficiency available Jan. 1. 
319 Thurston Manor 
352-3161. $160/mo./ 2 or 
more. 
Students room for man 3 
blocks from campus, private 
ent.. kitchen, available 
Winter qtr. 352-6043. 
Efficiency available. Nov. 1 
Thurston Manor, 352-5435. 
Single room for male 
student. Near campus wtr. 
tV  spr. qtrs.  Ph.  352-7365. 
Campus Manor has single 
openings to fill 4 man apts. 
for winter qtr. Ph. 352-9303" 
or 352-7365 evenings. 
apts. 
quiet. 
Booters top OU, 2-0 
Tuesday, November 4,1975, The BG Newt/?« ill 
By Norm Baker 
Staff Writer 
It was as if the alarm 
clock rang at halftime in the 
Bowling Green locker room. 
45 minutes late. 
Listless in the opening 
half, the Falcon soccer team 
pushed across two goals in 
the final 45 minutes to 
defeat Ohio University. 2-0. 
Saturday afternoon. 
*'It was one of the worst 
first halves we have played 
this year," said veteran SG 
coach Mickty Cochrane. "I 
Intramural notes 
Pi Kappa Alpha captured the 1975 fraternity tennis title 
as it defeated Phi Delta Theta. 10-7, in the finals. They will 
meet the independent champions to determine the 
all-campus champs 
• • • 
Entries for the all-campus wrestling and badminton 
tournaments are now available from fraternity and 
residence hall athletic chairmen. 
Entries are due Nov. 12 with play beginning Nov. 17. 
COED VOLLEYBALL began this week with a record 
number (56) teams entered in competition 
League games will be played in the Men's Gym at 7 - 8 
p.m. Monday through Thursday. 
• • • 
The Century Club, with 69 persons currently registeredTis 
open to all members of the university community 
interested in jogging, cycling, swimming and hiking. 
Daitow Hall's Bob Singer has logged a total of 2.640 
miles and William Gibson, faculty member in Aerospace 
Studies, has completed 2.55>> miles. 
really don't know why we 
weren't motivated. 
•THE DEFENSE was off 
from the beginning and we 
were quite fortunate that 
Ohio University didn't score 
a couple of' times," 
Cochrane added. 
After a scoreless first 
half, the Falcon offense 
capitalized quickly on a 
scoring opportunity, taking 
a 1-0 lead only 58 seconds 
into the second half. 
Senior tri-captain Steve 
Cabalka picked up a loose 
ball in front of the Bobcat 
net and tallied his first goal 
of the season. 
Sparked by the score, the 
Falcon offense created 
pressure on the Bobcat 
defense for the remainder of 
the game but only could 
penetrate for one more goal 
in the second half. 
JUNIOR LINK Doug 
Olson took a pass from 
freshman Allan Juisi and 
scored his fifth goal of the 
season to finish the day's 
scoring. 
Luisi. starting his first 
collegiate contest and 
making only his third 
appearance  of  the  season. 
FRENCH 26 1: 
ITALIAN 261: 
LATIN 142: 
LATIN 486: 
MODERN FRENCH WRITERS 
IN TRANSLATION (3) 
1-3W.3F 
FICTION AS 
INFLUENCED BY FILM (4) 
2MTR 
GREAT ROMAN MINDS (4) 
12 MTRF 
LATIN LITERATURE 
IN ENGLISH (4) 
12 MTRF 
COUNT TOWARD HUMANITIES REQUIREMENT 
ATTENTION FRESHMEN OR SOPHOMORES 
WINTER 1975 QUARTER 
Thinking of Teaching as a Possible Career? 
Then Consider 
EARLY SEMINAR IN EDUCATION 
(EDCO 200) 
• conversation with teachers 
• viewing of videotapes 
• discussion of current educational issues 
WINTER QUARTER 
TWO CREDIT HOURS - ONE EVENING PIR WEEK 
LOOK FOR COURSE LISTING IN THE 
WINTER 1975 SCHEDULE 
"I Made My 
Senior Picture 
appcintment. 
HcWbctrt mi?" 
also earned an assist on the 
Falcons' first score. 
"We've got kids that have 
been coming along since the 
start of the season"' 
Cochrane said. "When they 
deserve to start, they'll be in 
the lineup." 
Another freshman who 
has figured in Cochrane's 
plans is goalie Bob Alarcon. 
Playing in his first full game, 
the Caldwell. NJ. native 
turned aside eight Bobcat 
shots, registering Bowling 
Green's third shutout this 
season. 
FOR THE first time in 
the last four games, Bowling 
Green outshot its opponent. 
The Falcons had 22 shots 
while Ohio University had 
only 11. 
Saturday's victory raised 
the team's record to 6-2-2 
while spo t ting an 
undefeated 3-0-1 league 
mark. 
i Bowling Green will close 
out its season Saturday 
afternoon when the Falcon 
booters host Northern 
Illinois. 
Cabalka 
shuffle 
Falcon tri-captain Steve Cabalka (24) attempts to maneuver around an Ohio 
University opponent in last weekend's action. The Edina. Minn, native broke a 
scoreless deadlock early in the second half by scoring his first goal of the season. 
Waiting for a pass is sophomore Jim Kittleberger (right). (Newsphoto by Lance 
Wynn) 
rrmrrm rri nmnno 
FRESHMAN TRANSFERS: 
NEW SCHOOL OF 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
B.A.C. 
B.A.    BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION 
OPEN MEETING 
WEDNESDAY, 7:00 P.M., 
NOVEMBER 5th 105 SOUTH HALL 
INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS 
Rhetoric - Communication 
Radio - TV - Film 
Speech Pathology QUESTIONS \ 
Interdisciplinary ANQWFRPIV 
Specialized Programs Jni^» ¥» tnCU . 
SflUUUJtlsJUUUUUUU^ 
E ADVISING 
free 
III 
tonight 5-12 
6-12oz. cans of PEPSI 
With the Purchase of a Large Pizza — 
14", 2 Items or More $3.60 ZZZZZZZT! 
TO YOUR DOOR OR IN THE STORE 
FREE DELIVERY 
COUPONS DO NOT APPLY 
Pbglfoi's 
1004 S. Main, B.G. Ph. 352-7571 
Tailback Dive Preston 
(9) finds running room 
behind the blocking of 
Steve Studer (55) and 
Mark Conklin (66) in 
Saturday's action. 
Preston scored hit _27th 
and 28th career 
ouchdowns in the 
game to add to his BC 
career record for 
touchdowns scored. 
Middle guard Dave Brown (591 soars high  against BSU's Art Yaroch 
Newsphotos by 
Lance Wynn 
Bill Whidden (90) attempts    to stop BSU fullback Jeff      Harrison as Ron Nickey 
(7SI. Alex Prosak I 77) ami Greg Kampe (51 pursue lie play. 
Falcons doze 
as BSU posts 
By Dan Garfield 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Will the last Falcon football fan out of Bowling Green 
please turn out the lights? 
That might have been the plea ringing from Doyt L. 
Perry Field Saturday as the BG gridders lost their second 
straight game of the season, 27-20. in a spirited comeback 
by Ball State University (BSU). 
It looked to be a bounce-back effort by the Falcons in 
the first half, hopefully eiasing memories of their 20-17 loss 
10 Miami a week previous. 
BUT THE BG offensive machine dozed off in second half 
as the Cardinals recorded their biggest upset of the season. 
The win launched them into second place in the 
Mid-American Conference (MAC). 
Ball State, taking advantage of a stalled BG offense, 
drove the ball down the Falcons' throats in the second half 
with smooth runs by backs Earl Taylor and Jeff Harrison. 
Yet it was the guidance of Ball State quarterback Art 
Yaroch which keyed theCardinals to their seventh win in 
nine contests this year and 4-2 record completing their first 
year in the MAC. 
Yaroch. i junior from Columbus, guided the Cardinals to 
two fourth-quarter touchdowns, thtowing to Leo Crossfield 
to tie the game at 20-20 and later rallying BSU to the 
winning tally. Harrison dove over from the two with 2:16 
left in the game to give Ball State the victory. 
BG coach Don Nehlen. sullen and quiet as a cloistered 
nun in the locker room, praised Ball State's efforts while 
offering no alibies for his team's second-half demise. 
"They did a great job. I just don't feel we got after them 
enough." Nehlen lamented. 
"WE   DIDNT make anything happen on defense. We 
Harriers finish sixth at CCC 
By Bill Estep 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Falcon crotfcountr) 
squad tuned up for its moil 
impottant meet of the 
season by taking sixth place 
at the Central Collegiate 
Conference    (CCC) 
championships Saturday. 
Bowling Green got one 
I MI .i 1     look     at     its 
Mul  American  Conference 
(MAC) counterparts in the 
5.2 mile chase at Penn State 
heloie    this   week's   league 
championship!, 
The   six-mile   loop   title 
Hockey tickets 
A student II) ticket exchange continues today in 
Memorial Mall foi this weekend's home hockey seties 
against Ijke Forest 
Student hockey ll> cmls .n 5" each .ne also on 
sale. General admission licketi it $1 Cot students and 
S2 loi adults will iv on sale ai " a in. tomorrow 
Pace-off nme will be 1 10 p.m. both Fridaj and 
Saturday, with ihc Ice \rena gates opening at 6 30 
p.m. 
Water polo club 
r un    is    schedule*!     loi 
Saturday at Eastern 
Michigan Unlversit) (EMU). 
I lie hotl Mm.MIS have won 
two    MAC    ciowns    since 
entering the conference in 
117.1 and  are  listed   as the 
pre-meet' favorites tins yeat 
by    the    Tuck   and    Field 
News, the recognized bible 
of Ilia sport. 
SIX   OF  Till   -even  BG 
runners finished among the 
top 50 harriers at the CCC 
affaii     as    the     Falcons 
amassed i(>-i points to finish 
in    the     middle    ol     the 
I l-learri field 
Penn     Stale's     Paul 
Steinmcr    captured    'he 
individii.il championship in 
25:05.5, hut the ical sioiy 
of    (he     meet     was    the 
University    of    Michigan's 
pack-running. 
Ihe  defending  Big Ten 
champions     placed    tour 
runners In the top nine and 
then    tilth   linisliei   placed 
20th to pace the Wolverines 
to the team title with 45 
points. Penn Slate was 
second with 50 and 
Pittsburgh thiid with 97. 
Defending CCC champion 
EMU,   behind  Nick   F.llis's 
thud   pljce  finish, was  Ihe 
\i \< \ top finisher In fourth 
With ID" points. Kent Stale, 
league runner-up a seal ago. 
was    fifth,    while    \Veslem 
Michigan, Central Michigan 
and Toledo finished eighth, 
ninth ird 11 th respectivel) 
Falcon    captain    Tim 
Zumbaugh was the MAC's 
seventh and BG's top 
finisher. The all-American 
harrier, who has been 
slowed with injuries much 
of the season, notched a 
!9th place finish in 26:20 
ZUMBAUGH 'S 
effort, which followed a 
sixth place finish in the CCC 
last season, marked the first 
time this year that he has 
been the Falcon's numbei 
one runner. 
Junior Gary Desjardins 
was close behind Zumbaugh 
in 2 2 nd place with a 
clocking of 2622. while 
Dan Dunton pulled away 
from three teammates to 
take 33rd in 26:43 
Freshmen Kenvin Ryan, 
(27:08) and Brent Beams 
(27:11 i and sophomore Dan 
Cartledge (27:13) were 
bunched together in the 
44th, 46th and 48th spots 
respectively.. 
Sophomore Tom 
MeSheffery, returning to 
action after a two-week 
absence, lagged behind the 
field to finish 69th in 
28:15. 
FALCON COACH Mel 
Brodt said Gary Little, who 
missed the CCC event with a 
mild case of the flu, will 
replace MeSheffery as the 
squad's seventh man at the 
MAC run. 
The Falcon watei polo 
club lost two game. 
Saturday, lowering its 
season record to 7-3. 
Bowling Green battled 
the University of Mulligan 
and Eastern Michigan 
University in matches 
hosted by Michigan it Ann 
Arbor 
In both contests, BG'i 
opponents jumped off to 
early leads and held'on to 
win. In the first contest, 
Michigan outlasted the 
Falcons. 1S-11. In Ihe day's 
final game, Eastern topped 
BG.8-6. 
DAVE RYLAND led the 
BG scoring in the Michigan 
match, tallying three times. 
Jon Maddox. Tim Stubbs 
and Jeff Leidel added two 
goals apiece. 
Against Eastern Michigan. 
Rsland topped BC; with two 
goals,   while   Stubbs.   Kurt 
i ee, Tom Daneh) and Greg 
Joseph added one apiece 
The watei polo club will 
conclude its season this 
weekend when it  travels to 
Michigan State University 
for Ihe Great Lakes Water 
P 0 I 0     Co n f e r.e n c a 
championships. 
ELECT 
DAVID R. 
MEERMANS (I) 
A STUDENT WHO LISTENS 
WWMMfR!&ny8*M!imiWfilSZ,W£li. 
Tuesday     | 
Specials 
on* day 
.NOW OPEN the 
'"' .BOOKS 
village 
preacher 
• BIBLES 
• MUSIC 
• GIFTS 
•CARDS 
CHRISTIAN BOOKSTORE 
I»» S. Main Ion the Halk-llir.il 
Uowlinu <;reen Phone 3S&3709 
Mouti M-IhS .10.5:30 
Frl. » 30 »00 
Sot. 9:10-4:00 
P.J.'s w/feet 20% off 
Corduroy shirts 30% off 
Denim vests, jackets 25% off 
Billfolds (selected) 30% off 
Toesox 20% off 
OPEN TILL 
9:00 P.M. 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
(1st block west of Mac Donald Dorm)  ' 
in 2nd  half 
27-20 win 
didn't do anything. We didn't block. The interception (by 
Ball Stale) was a key, but there were a lot of keys. It comes 
down to the fact that Ball State came to play and we..." 
That interception, a one-handed grab by Ball State 
linebacker Toddy Harvey at the Ball State 39-yard line, led 
to the winning score. 
However, the Falcon offense, sensing defeat, rallied after 
Harrison's score. In a drive consisting of 13 Mark Miller pass 
attempts, the Falcons inarched from their 28 to Ball State's 
14-yard line. • 
On the last play of the game. Miller, scrambling for dear 
life, fired the ball into the end zone for wingback John 
Boles, only to have his second pass of the day intercepted. 
Miller finished with his best overall passing performance 
of the yeat, completing 20 out of 32 passes for 222 yards, 
most of which came in the final desperation drive. 
WHEN THINGS went right for BG-which was often in 
the first half-it moved the ball generously through the' 
much smaller Ball State defenders. A first-quarter 
touchdown pass from Miller to fullback Jim Gause put BG 
on the board. 
Kicker Don Taylor, who missed his ninth field goal try of 
the season minutes earlier from the 2S-yard stripe, 
connected with his 22nd extra point of the year to give BC 
a short-lived 7-0 lead. 
Ball State took a surprising 10-7 lead after a 34-yard 
field goal in the first period and 66-yard touchdown drive 
in 12 plays to open up the second stanza. 
Yet BG bounced back with two touchdowns, one coming 
on the next drive with Dave Preston bolting over from the 
five. Preston added another score from Ihe two with just 
1:16 left before the half. The touchdowns gave Preston 
seven this season and 28 in his career, extending his BG 
career touchdown-scoring record. 
In addition to his scoring achievements. Preston, who 
was injuicd earlier this season, rushed for IIP yards in 30 
carries returning to his old form. 
The Falcons. 6-2 overall and 3-2 in the MAC. must win 
Saturday at Ohio University or they will plummet to the 
second division of the league. Ohio University, 3-2-1 in 
converence play, has defeated BG the last two years. 
The. Ragm' Cajun' 
Fiddler 
DOUG KERSHAW 
AND SOME FRIENDS 
UNIV. OF TOLEDO 
8:00 Monday, November 10 
Student Union Auditorium 
Tickets $3.50 
A VAILABLE A T FINDERS 
MASS MEDIA 
AND PUBLIC POLICY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 495 
A New Course on the Politics of the 
Media-Government Relationship Will 
Be Offered By Political Science 
Department, Winter Quarter. 
Secrecy In Government, Bias In the 
News Media, Politics of Broadcast 
Regulation Will Be Covered. 
No Formal Prerequisite 
■  Instructor: JDr. W. C. Spragens 
ELECT 
ROBERT M. 
DICKINSON (I) 
STUDENT CANDIDATE 
FOR STUDENT NEEDS 
iiw^ftiKsmtmfi^ 
